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INTRODUCTION

, This consoildatedl report is based on two series of documen s:

a. Documents produced by member states of the Council far
Cultural Co-operation of the Council-of Europe-for a symposium pro-
posed by- Belgium (Brussels, 18-24 November 1973). These docu-

.merits deal with: -L participation- in education: its aims and methods;
2. education for participation (monographs and application to teach-
!rig). They yere sent to the participants in advance and discussed
during the symposium. the !discussions being condensed into a
general report combining-tne roports of the two`working groups,

This symPosium was held in response to a wish expressed by .

the Eike-peen Ministers of Education, at a meeting InVersailies in
May 1969; who in view of "the importance of pupil participation and
co-respcinsibility in decisions concerning sdlool activities", hid in-
vited member governments and international organisations to keep
abreast of the probleln.

b. Replies received in 1975 from thirteen -countries 2 among the
twenty-one member states of the Council for Cultural Co-operation
of the Council of Europe to a questionnaire (Appendix 1) drawn up,
at a meeling of experts of the Council. 3

The first series of documents was covered, =either explicitly, or
mplicitly, during the Brussels Symposium and their contents are
reflected in the reports of the symposium, at least indirectly. Although
the substance of theso reports Is included in the present report, we
havO nevertheless made ample_use of the basic documents, because
theyOescribe the situations in thia various countries.

I. Council of Eyrop4. Strasbourg, Doc. CCCiEGT (74) 24.
- 2. Austria, Cyprus. Finland. France. Greece, Ireland. Italy. Luxembourg.
amity. cotland. Spain and Turkey. .

3. Strasbourg. 16-17 December 1974.



We did not wish tO present the various national systems simply
as outlines, with a mere mention of the names of their governing
councils or committees. Such national systems cannot be transferred
elsewhere. The ideas underlying them, on the other hand, have inter-
national value.

In accordance with this principle, the idea behind the present ..
study has been in the main to locate in the mass of documents aims,
key points atid general trends, -so as to reveal the main reaista, nce
and tendencies,- and on the basis of this account of the forces in-
volved to assess future prospects and make a few general recom-
mendations.

Some countries have given us much fuller and me,r'e specific
documentation than others, Some accounts state a whole philosophy of
education underlying participation, while others confine themselves
to participation in the narrow sense. The replies to the questionnaire
also vary greatly in volume, precision and adequacy.

It was not for us tO judge-the value of systems and situations, and
it was not out of mere politeness thet we refrained. The scales of
values, the levels of aspiration, the national situatiens and hidden
mainsprings differ so much that, jn the end, the only common cri-

ion available may be the satisfaction or dissatisfaction felt by each
country with its own forms of participation. Little remains but the
feeling of success or failure, ttie sense that things are_ going well or
badrY, everything else being. unequal.

Another difference that makes comparisons impossible is that the
texts submitted sometimes talk about participation as it is desired
and soMetimes about participation as it is actually experienced (by /
the writers). The distinction between project, perception and "reality"
is not always clear, the images being so confuved.

Lastly, the term "participation" is a very elastic one. Sometimes
participation starts with the consultation;' sometimes it is only re-
garded as worthy of the name when it means the right of decision.
It may involve all the people concerned with a problem; or it may
relate to concertation between onlY a few of all thoss concerned.
Certain documents use the term for any contribution to a collective
piece of worY, not specifying whether it was preceded by consulta-..-,
tion or by a joint decision. 6



Obviously all these meanings are possible, but there sometimes
,seems to be a subtle game of hide-and-seek and it is not always
apparent in which sense the word is intended. Apparently not all pos-

. sible meanings of "participation" are necessariry Of a democratic
. nature or origin. Some situations involving formal partidpation may

disregard the whole and develoci and consolidate "apartheid" tenden-
cies.

In order to simplify, matters, let us say that when we use the
term "participation" outside a'quotatien we are referring by implica-
tion to, a 'model -in which democratically elected representatives of
two groups (at 'least) or of all the groups involved in the subject of
concertation (at most) discuss common problems at the deoision-
making level (at most) or the level of consultation (at least).

Our report closely follows the order and contents of the ques-
tionnaire.



CHAPTER I

AIMS

Who and what is participation for?

Through -all the varied forms of
seem to be as follows:

ds governments' main concerns

_ 1. In some projects the pupil occupies,a central position and the
education 'efforts of bdults are focused on him. Participation then
aims to develop the pupire intellect and social instincts so as to win
him over tti "democracy". ..

2. Other projects are wider, and seek to bring tbgether adults
-and_young people, especially teachers and taught, in beneficial inter7- _

relationarsituations.

3. OtherS again, are directed to everyone involved in the running
of a. school, without formal distinction and for social and edu-
cational ends.

4. Lastly, some of the aims mentioned see the school as a stimu-
lus and instrument of social change in fields which determine the
quality of human relations. This social rolo is reflected in a number
of concreteoactions Ohich take placeat first inside the school and then
if possible outside it

I. Participation wig regard to pupils

ticipation for the pupil

Oneaim of participation often mentioned is to develop/the pupil's
intellect and social instincts. The nature and form of materials used
for this purpose are not often explained, but° the theoretical goal is

_clearly to'prepare pupils for democracy. It should be added that this
word is always employed in a positive sense. But what does it mean

11



precisely? Sometimes the stress is placed on adaptation to existing
democracy (i.e. democracy ih familiar form, apparently stable and
widely approved: the established society of a counto); soMetimes
interest is in developing the ability to influence democracy (one in
process of Change; the "society of tomorrow").

The concept of democracy takes two foims: efiher static existing
democracy, to _which the pupil has to be adapted, or dynamic demo-
crady always in the making, for which never-ending task, the pupil,
regarded as almost the sole object of this process has to be trained.
"Participation in" and "training for" may aim at different targets.

Participation, cause and effect

Id order to walk one must first be able to. And how can one with-
out firsr trying? The same would seem to apply to the relations
between democracy and- participation. For participation acts through
a aeries of organised" Situations leading to a democratic vision and
system which to some extent already exists 'as a prior condition for
participation. Seen from this angle democracy is always berrig made
and is always changing, and in relation to it .participation appears
sometimes as a cause and sometimes as an effect.

We would repeat that in this first category of aims'. it is the pupil
. .

whom the adult wishes to guide towards democracy. Nothing is ex-
plicitly said about the attitude or attitude& of other participants to
this aim of democracy.

Qualities desired

Let us briefly examine what "democracy" means in the docu
merits received. This is often not very clear, although certain °elements
appear more frequently- than others.. Even so, it is not easy to know
what is meant anclincluded in each case.

i'
The value most often affirmed' is responsibility, which is regarded

\ 'n all the documents as fundamental and for which preparation is
nearly always necessary. More precisely, it is- this citizen's responsi-
bility for "tomorrow's society", respensibility situated,in the future.

The democracy in which the pupil will wish and will be able to
,

participate intelligently when he grows up seerris to be regarded al-
most solely in its strictly political dimension; not as a life style den-
orally applicable to all relationships. The project therefore aims at the
adult-to-be 4the future citizen) as part of the national community



rather than at- the actual young person the present pupil) already,
belonging to many smaller groups in'his personal everyday life.

Active adaptation in the future

Most countries believe in participation as a means whereby the
pupil can adapt himself actively, not be adapted passively._

This is considered to be a future result, and dernocrati struc-
tures and procedures are often regarded as automatically producing
a democratic spirit.

4

Critical spiIt Listening gbwers Social and emotive growth
Decisions and irflormation

Incidental to this general project of training the pupil in demo-
cracy there are other more fragmethary and instrumental aims con-
cerned rather more with the development of certain all4round abilities
which are valued for their general applicability and the particular
contributions they can make to the democratic process.

Thus when participation situations lead to genuine team work
they train the pupil's intelligence, especially the critical faculty,
his listening powers, his respect foc other people (to offset- his self-
assertion), hiS social emotive growth (to give him a general ability to
participate), his capacity for oral expression, his self-confidence arid
his self-discipline sense of responsibility towards himself).

Through the tasks which these situationi impose, they train
people to absorb and handle many kinds of information and thus to
take decisions which are better -supported by facts and more in line
wit the opinions of all the other participants.

In general, ttiose teaching methods which call permanently for
participation are naturally recommended as being among these most
capable of developing the abilities in question.

Persons Solutions

As we can see. Some of the expected results are concerned with
individual development and others with finding adequate SOlytions to
problems.

1.-The critical facility Is mentioned several t
propaganda.

a rneans of resisting ell kinds of

13



From the paint of view of timing one could say that individTial
devglopment ," Is a long-term edixational result whereas improving
the solutions to problems- of here and now is a short-term operational
result The two ends are complementary and-neither can ciaim to
exclude the other. Without an educational component participation
may often be reduted to a mere adjustment of interests. And without
concrete results,affecting real problems, participation loses its mean-
ing for those who ara not inspired by a long-term educational project.
Among these are pupils the very people for- whom participation
ultimately exists. It is important that those Who are thinkihg about
education should Weep in mind niore or less simultaneously both the
long-term and the short-term aspect of participation.

ll Partici-P-0km with regard to the teacher-pupli relationship

Adults Young people

A second category of aims is conCerned with improving relations
between adults end young people. Here the central theme is com-
munication, and we find three preoccupations:

a. A des! re to educate, in the short or long term

Communication between the protagonists

Thei.subject of education is connected with that of communi-
cation -if this is.seen as .indispensable for mutual understanding and
theAdevelopment of the potentialities of the protagonists. Obtfiously,
parVcipation situations provide opportunities for discussion on these
problems in lif4 in which the participants are very personally inItolved,
often even physically. Young people and adults then find they are
abte to approach each other despite very different scales of -values..
They can do so if both sides have a capacity for formal logic and a
awe to repch agreement despite all their differences of outlook and
evaluatfon . buch agreement will free each person and herp'is its
attractton from the uncomfortable state of .conflict in which the un-
solveciproblem keeps him. This rapprochement between persons of difk
ferent ages, experience-9nd aims demands that, to some extent at least,_,..
heiy should be able to enter into each others feelings and converse

individuals, not ai figureheads. They must say what they expect of
each other, what they. have tO offer one another and what .each

I. Resulting here from research and co-operation an practical problems
material tor Intellectual and socks-emotive training.

Joy 14



considers. to be his role 1n the project under discussion. The effort
-must be made to- distinguish .between what is desired and what is
paltbe, between reality as-seen by each and what alone can be
.used by. botV the composite-of individual realities. -

b.Anxlety about the (possibly in; 'nent) danger invplved If this com-
munication does not !ake place

Anxiety: cdnflidt or new relations
Some documents clearly show a degree of anxiety or lucidity

about the growing,dangers of lack of communication between young
people and adults. The Brussels Symposium pointed to the risk of
grave social conflict facing our society if nothing was dorte to estab-
lish and maintain opportunities-for discussion; Some delegates to the
sympcisium thought the danger was imminent.

In yiew of this anxiety, relations between teicher ind pupil in
.scitools need to be radically changed-No workable substitute has yet
been found in practice for the old authoritarianism, which all coOntries
say is highly undesirable and anyway impossible to preserve. Yet

.,new attitudes,- and thus different kicids of behaviour, on the part of
toatiers Would create_ an atmosphere that was-les, threatening and
herermore propitiotts.for everyone.

It is finally accepted that certaiñ psychological attitudes and
practical knowledge of psycho-sociology 'make' proper communication
easier and are an essential background to II-Toyed relations:

How can adults and young people live together with a maximum
of satisfaction and a minimum of aggFession'? tn what contlitions and
at what price? A. new type' of relationship and authority is still in the
womb. Its gestation will be long and difficult. What matters is quit it
should be bont in due time.

c: A practical concern for satisfaction in work

Satisfaction in work
Three Scandinavian countries' particUlarly erriphasise the prac-

tical need to increase the satisfabtion felt in work.- In this respect
Denmark, Norway and riweden stand out from the otherd.countries.
They regard participation as a means whereby the parties to It (here
teachers and pupils) can influenbe _material and psychological con-.
ditions at their place of work (the school). Even the knowledge that

1. On PertIMeatIon In ediMatIon and [reining r pertIcIpallon", Brussels, le-24
November 11773.

15 ,

12



,thnfltreifeels-possible gives some satisfaction., Ativareness. of not
4_ ing.entirelit_.t_tie-merc9 of things- but of_ being able to intervene

:ar.:trifervd1h-e'dis-ca-very that.one can to some extent control one's
gUrroundings ,and make them mgre pleasant, both

.1t;--674.0dincrease the 'sense df motivation, comelitment_ and satis-
actlein in theteaching staff and pupils

is:ability to make his relation to his job more agreeable must
ea§t_favourably on a person's efforts.and performance. Thisjs amply
oVeif 6Y-the- more "human" organisaflen df some business and in-
iistrial firms:

Ill:Participation with regard to general collaboration

mproving general co-operation

A third Icategory concerns the use of participation to improve,-
coc.operation between all the parties involved in the school's life. This'
irhRlfes that by participating in the school's practical- affairs one

_:cornes to take tn ihterest in it. The interest is born of the activity
nclAneed-not-necessarily-precede-it,-The-key- factor_is -the influence

of the team on its-members. '
_

Apart from having a psychological effect on the participants and
-prBducing opinions ,and solutions, team work' arouses and develops
a_desire _for commitment and a feeling of personal work and of re-

.

sponsibilitV towards the, school and towards other projects as well.
This is a major reason why persons and groups who work in the
school br have some reSponsibility for it 7 staff; 'pupil and parents

---,should be given a share in 'running it in the form of -work teams, in-
__:itiallytt discussion level

_

Vita/ importance of information

= One condition, howeverjs mentioned as being indiSoensable for
iisticceis of participttion. All -the participants without diStinction

-depend onithe'circulation of inform-atom.

--1.-T.be fantof rtucipatiflg lrt--V'collectIve-effort.--in-en-atrnosphereol----undarstanding
-endwith sensation that one Is helping to bring about something one feels-to be

important.' arouses and sustains Interest in the activity Itself. One- necessary' condition Is
---,that one should achieve something practical: or.el least improve one's personal 'experience

of_the_problems encountered. -2 _
Team work generally provokes reactions both-among the--members and within each of

them. 1t3-.rnodifies-extremes; -end 11 there is sufficient communication-it lessens the reeling
Pf;being-alone-or odd.-Thls releases Inner energy for the task in hand and one comes to

ntake itanest in the activity. -
_



ire qbaUments report that this is seriously neglepted. Where
.infaiThatian;is lacking the group merely gods round in circles, be-
ComesAiscoUraged or aggressive and breaks up.

Ther are several reasons for such lack of information. Some-
Lttimes=the:persorls, who possess the information prevent it from being

passed 'on,- for various motives. But; as they cannot always prevent
--p-thnpe_opte from, knowing of the existence (even if not-thq content)

.!.bertaini-iniormation,. the end reSult is tension. -questioning of ma-
trieeiiproaches or-loss of interest No one wants to_ commit himself
t 0 §'Otion in which he feels he is being treated with suspicion and
ius,uedervalued and insulted.

-

In--other cases information circulates, or s at least obtainable,
_ .

but-many-people do not "receive" it because of lack of time or in-
z.-Aerest to examine it.

At 'all events where ignorance-1s so widespread among the par-_
tiarpents, the outcome of participation is likely to be the collapse of
the7team, its invasion ,by those who are "in the know" or disharmony
detween those who possess the information and :those who know

,---ifitothing but neNt4e0ftless-.claim-the right to influence decisions.
_

.Many decuments stress the need for as broad a bage as possible
- so that all resources available may be used _and -the circu:atibn of
information essisted in: every way possible. In a team 'any apparent
refusal to pees on information immediatery spoils relationships.

-Cornmunication: a fundamental need

To imprpve the relation§ between all the partners involved is the
most basic of all aims, because achievement of the others depends

'frron i;$ ,Even if this aim were the only one to be pursued it would alone
7 Justify participation, .for the results of achieving it affect all school
Pi work.' To reach this goal communication between the-parties con---
3:zerned is essential.

-__Transforming the school into an educational community

Theairn here is to create a me) community-(n-61-Mareli,a struc:
ured intity) of all- the participants,--Which will- be educationat.in so _
ir as- the feeling of _positive --inter-relation, of solidarity, creaies a

-s---Os'e':af responsibility among the Members with due respect for their
rpêrionalities.



,--Through discussion, participation activities tend to transform
ople's mentalities and thus the deep-seated attitudes of each per-

son7towards the others and himself -and ,so towards .values and re-,
sponsIbilities as well.

IV. Participation with 'regard to the- school as a nucleus for
social edUcation

The school integrated in present-day social lite

PirtiCipation is in the interests of the school as a dynamic insti-
tution among whose functithns in' the -modern world is one of social
education._OneLpr_eoccupation_underlying the use of participation- for

,this purpose is how the school and the world in which the school
-ri-fUst "be-integrated, not encysted are mutuiq to strengthen and
enrich their relationship.

= This relationship is seen in terms of practical collaboration for
purposes of mutual aid. The implication is that Ilia liaison could be .
provided by parents and reOresentatives'of the ait-of-school world.

1, The leading part played by the school is sometimes clearly ex--
pressed. But, It is added, the school, being aware that it has this

_ mission among others, must not confine itself to "teaching ' and re-
; garding itself as the natural custodian of knowledge. It too must ibe

, receptive to contributions from outside. . /
_ /

There will be discussion between the teachers and an the
-"others", so ,that actions may be decided on jointly. The school is
thus a social and educqtional centre spreading its influehce tint° the
surrounding community.and in turn being influenced by it its\ role is
to give:and take, to adapt itself in -order to adapt others to itself: two
.tasks in one.

,

Mass media Active leisure pursuits

- As regards the fields in which participation can- be applied, the -
documents frequently mention: 1. the analysis and structtiration of

-information rebeived .from the mass media; and 2, an introduption to
active leisure ptirsuits, with the creation of situations likely to de-
velep creativity in childhood.

unilateral effects

, The atiove social' aim- refiecte a desire to_ face present-day re-.

alitlet ,,pnd its achievement will entail extensive adjuStments to the



. .

ntraitruntiire, budgets and:, regulations. Even now, howeveri= parti-
:ation fa, itiiitionaf provide opportunities for discussion in which the

Tgipe:Cand,receives information and, social.- stimuli._ Such situ-
ona,have7 long;terrn'effecti in as Much as-they will create-a liking

tYPe of-,eriaokinter arid "deVelop the habit of thern. The next
etanight;bie to-devise practical social activities, decided upon:land

g_aniied jointlY With various representatives of the out-ofSChoojr

-The aims stated,-- divided in p the four above- entionedi cate-
gbileiTseem to bS.dominated by two main concerns:

T:desire to mike the best p6ssible use of an instrurrient for
v lophig_the_dapacities_necessary_for raising the quality of life.

.

These Papacities seem to be as follows:
_

-;a.,certain socie-emetive qualities that make genuine co operation
°amble,

-b. a critical faculty.
_

In other words: clear-sighted=benerosity prepared for action.
I

Z,A desire to put the School,s- creativity to work on the school s
oWn- destiny, sb that the -school, with its pupils, becoines Master in-

inere victim 'of its fate. This involves a teahnique for -self-._
tffawaken-ing and becoming -aware, leading if possible to a l'Ucid sense

'of responsibility.



LEVELS AND AREAS OF PARTICIPATION

I. The national level

Neary all countries have specific national groups, some rep-.

entiiig-teacher's and others parents. These groups are consulted
42Cifficially-:, or., try by various forms of, pressure to influence final de-

-:cisions::(ministerial or regional). Each group acts sometimes singly
Tend sbmetimes in co-operation,

In the documents at our dispbsal We can find only three countries
Derinfark, Luxembourg and Malta)- which mention the existence of

national participation council of representatives of the , various
roupsof partners. .

'Liniembourg has a Conseil supérieur de l'eclucation nationale
-Ii iincludes teachers, parents and representatives of the economy

°piety.
_altalhas an Advisory Council for Education comprising_ persons

ornthe, Minister considers representatiVe of the opinions Of parents,
schors Vade_unions, industrialists and the Catholic Church .

enriiark:has set up -a comMittee (RUGU) to study the problems
ofleaching---the-16-12-agezgrouvlbe-funearnental-themels7ourricu-

41umreforin. Parents are not represehted on it r-

r. 'LTeachers are found everywhre n ce iommittees setAip to study- -.-.. _ . , , ,

nif.:w6rk-put -curricula ,for the competent Minister's approval. It is
-CiflyihroLibh tiiis channel that teachars\exert influence.

. .

Parents; combined in 'societies or' federations, 2 ai:e consulted
,

hationally on educational problems and also act as a pressure group '
on-ministerial decons. -

--... . .2 -.7t- . ._ _----
14embers of_ professional erg-anis:aeons in lhe widest sense-or of trade unions for

th d f- co' of the meteriel`and financial Interests ot their members
2Exept for Norwe'bien fiuronts.
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_

reglonal/local level

ome ouitrios such as &Switzerland. and SPain,- haVe systems of
consultation:Ahe: reaUlts _ o ,WhiCh are .subject

talitieitiani4-limitation.-Spain mentions activity bY a large nuMber -of
JassoClations which,-inform the Minister -of the region's educational

;Tiieathers seem-to be most involved, and. the documents speak
ot them-alone.

tiirland has consultation within and behveen the cantons,
aidtheteachers ' associations have set up a- cionference which is

consulted by the Conference -of -Cantonal Directors. The
teaheis nfIuonco Can also be seen from the feat,that they may

cantonal parliaments and,.tol various committee
rists

1

t the fecal level teacher influence, varies. IThily do not often
he right to vote.

The school level

Participation at national !Wel is concerned with_ fundamental
edlUni-term Choices. 4n schools-Xis concerned with -practical prob-
nia'PecUllar to each of them. In the former esters,' participation _is a

rnatter-of guidance and in the latter of decision-making.--At the school
ParticiOation is concerned with _specifid local problems

hich':need to be clarified and solved (in the ,short=term at least).
:in:le-a-thieves More than this; through sorne of "the cOnelitions under
Filch' it works, -such as the frequency of meetings on a comm8n task,
gradually changes.people's mentalities-. It then becornes educational ,-

n _

_

he general school concertation body

_This managing _or administrative body has various -names, .but in
ail:Countries -it comprises at least the head teacher and representa-
tivesi,of teachers, pupils and parents. There may also be; representa-
'Vei of ataff other than the teaching staff ana of the local:community
pOlitiCel, cultural and commercial)

= =

lection =Numbers _-- Ambivalence.

rule all: representatives are elected by demo atic pro-
ceddiee.--:Tri,ere is usually an equal or nearly equal-nurnber of people_ _



z.! main, roUps teactiers and pareqts). In
tlierigroupsteverywhefe;there is7a geilre--- both to-,_co'-dperate in
'ingcornmo, problems and -,to enaure more actual-- Power than

hemotherripartlesOn :the -event of- disagreernent. Ambivalence
rUleTi'-'"iVis`certainly Present in-Schools' general -concertation

'

The tiartlee hiviolved

'WfrO:-areithey? What_do they- want?Whatdo they reject What do
)11"

hea1toachi
=

illispos!tion-is a difficult one. for while he is supposed to facili-
tiloilifrg-sind 'production" of .the gerlaral-coricertation body

. -

is sbhod106 etill bears the general responsibility__

Sorn-Ei:liead teachers moreover _tend and this-is a=very under-
dif3-Wileactie-W. T. to .equate the school's reputation end stinging

heir:pwnilporninunityzand:personal affairAbthen-beceme I
ulshable, Thelndividual le identified with his functien and status.

ometimes:the heard teacher faaes-very vigorous protest There is
lah :obvious 'confrontation-of ielitiveJorces and-a war of nerves
)ne:group'e-or even one representative's image of-the school, of
're'and=et'itielf differs greatly_frorn that .of :another group -or re-,

. , , .
entitiVe,Nthelimpficit differences ef_ standpoint sometimes lead
rPeri;7radnflibi: ,Such 'situations_ are untraditional, and -Tthe- head. . ,
4rjeTh-gfelviake prepared fOr thie kind of-entounter; he may not, .. ..

icbUstemeir, to .such Tough .treatment in his professional field or
i the techniques todeal with it..

,

Inl:Other_cases_the heed wither has- to fight agiinst-aPithy, ab-
ooismor a dearth of subjects- Which -the pertiee considerworth

ii-veryheavy bi-irden alone..

act is that the demands, made on him by his 'job -have
ggd SwifflYvtdreuch an extent that he finds it diffiddlt er even

hiniself,,Arid yet it is up-to nim.to_ create a climate
niati'PartialPetion can Prosper.:

ng staff

Littieinfo ation has,'"ibeen =received on teachers experience of
Zipiafitin_irs schools.- Often, however, they are suspibious of

. -

_ .
P

1%. _The_head _teacher" in the suction on "Decision-tnakinr.



- - --
parentsw oriare,!-.sornetimesregarded _as _intruders:, With-little or no

---' if 1 -- --- ' '- it -141---cprooetenceiln`-:ech:991-a ars. Here too,there a.e _iffer n Ldeas about
-ileilcitlyriatiene-(difiererit -inTideisy_quite_apert'freirif the fact that

.

teactierelfeCrithiNnsecure--,about their work-in viaW of questioning
of;itind, trailolaiendicitialdimeniions: 1 = -- ,- : ---

-k-ift-_4.--;..:,-f_--7---,:,---,,..,;-,..,- -_ :_.

Thatparti_played byteachers In encouraging participation in
asarbome-,(byTappropriate teaching methods) can often be seen to
rfundemental and irreplaceable.,

71.Niiher-'iNeOOr-i'dary-sOhools-7have- diminished nurh1;er and in-
47.dreasedliin.:_eizeT.their :organisation:his had to JaeCarna-m-dbtle and

, .

-problems_ ere- delegated° te4cleO-utehead :teachers.
teaohere are given promatitiffin orderlito:plan and .

=-*-iiii7#:,_ito'cOedUlarly-of-the-running-of7the-school-(ini-Scotlandlor--,
or countries (such as the United Kingdom) which

--'ek'eproVisiant.Tfor-a-largia-number-of extra curricular or Out-of-
- ool,lactivitles, understanding and co-operation -between teachers
-i-nand'e!pupilsgaresgreatly facilitated. This is true of participation situ-

t1dhe'ink:general. _Ireland Is consideringthe possibility of jnaludIng
:teacheis on the boards of state schools.

c, Tha pupils
-

- Pupils are mainly interested in problems of discipline (teacher-
relations), extra-curricular or out-of-school activities (sporting,

---abltUraL'Or social)°and organising the work in the way they find most
a isfying.

if.keparepts, they make very little use of their_theeretical
for.-participation, and this is'aPparehtlys due ito="their lack of

_....preparedness and===the resistance put up by certaid Authoritarian
:grewn-Ups". (spqin) Tyley---usually show little 'interest-in participation

-Itexists-or.es-they _

In' ceuntries in which young people,ere mere7-politically7minded
,

articularly- France and the Federal Republic_ of Germany),Tholitical_
ressuree from outside the school' clearly influonce-_ther: working of
articiOation grou'os ,Trus cuts both ways, Some GOrrnin pupils who
i;e:rmembers of regional pupils' easociations Makelt-their business
o pUtj Joryverd constrUctive proposals on important-academic ques-

..
.

ions:-:' -
. .

, 7

r_the Brussels _Syf-nposium the English7speaking, gtoup atrongly. . --
rged-the need for what it called a subLstructure-for-'participatic on.
his -would consist 'of -frequent meetings whether official or not for,

-i c
: -,
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the 'benefit of meMrs : of_ eick groUp, espACially-r_the,pupihgroup: If_ -_-

s is not a. leveckthOprIncipal :Meetings (of the..-,generral.school
concartation:16Whie4Liperstiucture) _lose mu h -of,'-rthelF democratic
charecter.'ThmeAt'W011eVels_are-esseintial for_ah asPeCts.oliactivities,
relatIonshripswalid:faleleion6. If -thAre are no proper 'links: between
hem-ithe'!_supeistrucfure can easily glre rise to authoritarian prac-"

he'parenta _z

' geneaus- group. At-the- surrrmir-parents.are
organisedtiMoYcOuncilal'or:associations with action -prO6rammee
airnFOrcei-tain goals -Such a structured unit is a motor, a stimulant;
ec_onstrircliiiellf6r_ce__ML-erovidingE-aid,,collabo?ation=and.',initietive,=-It-7-
ter10116:ta6Loperate-+:.: rather -than agitate. -The '-'base", is said

alithitic, and indiherent, even_ acting as ,a brake__ upon
_

The_:reticence of Oarente:'

-7,== AIth6Uh aren s are represented in most of the 'genera) school
ceincertation-bodies,"their role is u qsdally a rnodest one. Th lack the- ,

essential information, Their children depend to. some extent'on. the
acherl'Who.'-Moreover. are rather suspicious Of parentS: So it is not
priiing,Ahat parents are'somewhet reticent, out Of ignbrence and

e bigproblem here is_laCk of information. What are -the .pos-
sibili ieS2',- the precedents,' the various resources, the- regulations, the
chop! s-educational aims, ,the- precise_ wishes of the parents them-

selVei_With regard-to their-children, and so- on and sO forth? Arthis-
airs vague or unknown.

'Cliiiiibes;fri Curricula and teaching aids tend.-to set parents at
frbm the school _situation, and-they_come to regard them',

selveit.:assincre_isipgly eitrenged from anleducationil process Which
loVari'inro`eresemblance'to:the.one they_ knew,ai.children: The officers
ofipaints.4asSociaiions usually come froin a social and cultural back-
grOiliP4OhAl"--has-_time And information .at.its disposal: but a' general

cedpinte*t ambhOimilies-is-obterved."

_ negains 4tlie general-impression that par'enis owe it to then,- ,

parfc'pate but in view of their ignorance about,

0 di 'p-roblerns the role usually.diven-them is to receive information;
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_

not- ta*mahezany_ispecific contribution. Parent7sChObl_._-relations -seem
to corideranlitrikillari-iintelleCtual knowledgeyratheritheii:=Vphringing
.(tf_irrelle-P-etri":_grality):!The-_'SchOol has- the=edviiitigk:and in addl-.

flair tift,gyrsiirof.linatrUctian)t,_seeks,.sdineWhatpairifUllY, and diffi-
-dentlypwidr_fac`OW-C-Orici-thed- not=ontkiAvith therintellect but ,with

thrintelli_iiiice_--and'.'ernetisms. The -idea that schOtil.- Subjects are
meaiThthiirahin Jarids"in theinselves Is sometimes lost.sight" of,

I.Knowledgairridy_ bet for-its own sakeifor, thesake of action More
_ _

-Irageepingiwithlitmalms or_forthe..isake -of a=more-harrniOnious per-
---sonairolid-sociiGclaVelopment._ But in practice -thisi threeigbols are

not alwaysildelitified ind racognised _as
--1----ontactstare-often7di-Storted=by m sunderstandings.

-

Specifid---contiibutlens: . one: role of" parents is to :supply infor-
IMationrabout =their: children as persons, noras puplls:-:This picture,
blendewitlr.the'one the teachers have of the same- child or ado-, .. .

.,--7'.-.-- leaCentyasa pupil, makes it possible- to work out :projects more.
rillafrally-,Tri-whose'reallsation -parents, teachers and the children or.

-:: adolescents themselves will play complementary parts.

_ .
It ometimes happens that the representatives,of parents play "an

extremely= important: part" through a "school committee. on which
...._____ .

"they are in the majority (Switzerland).

- ,e.:Nqn-teactiing staff

'It is _unanimously agreed that the presence Of ,persons working
n the school,- in eome capacity other than teacher (administrative
aff' para-medicel staff, welfare officers, workmen etc.) is necessary

at general 'meetings dealing with:

,:problerns directly connected with thigrwork;
_

= the general policy 'of the school, of which_ they a e full mem-
bets.

_

he documents say that it is here that oartibiliation has the
,-groatest educational influence. One slight qualification-IV:that_ only

_

upilaand teachers are involved.

IV..In the-classroom

articipation methods, _

_--Adtiye--;_teaching _methods . involve, teachers and ptipils rin such
. ,

asks-al propering-_Ourricula -in-detail. and carrying them out,- choosing_
_

-



ZirVr-4,-,-,
Tocedures, technicitieS,;:and ---M6.thoCia, deciding about-uidependenti ....rork (to .l.bieperformad'alone orlin,teamsli.evisingi,collectiveiprojects
nd_sometimeslixingjimes for testSand making joint assessments.

-..J--- -- ±::=7as==11" --',.-- - , - -_-7---, _

-In-the'iScandiriavian:countries,; particularly-Sweden,rparticipation
.) theiclassroornzis:quiteiTudiiel!,Pupils 'often work alone:on, "study
rojecti,,h7fgaeher flew exPtainS the general outline of the project

...

nd eafgIQailablè'forcarrVing it out. The work-is then done in
oups,enPinally2the _teacher and pupils- assess the results. The

uplIkrparticipaiwi in:, 1: planning $,the :year s_work;-- 2. planning . each
raradtiali5ro6iiilifie in' eibliTtudy; project; 3. chooSing methods

ork;kArimaking,assessments,with a view to futurei-work.- Points 2
nd-3ariYW:g6rieral..aiiiplioation iWSecoridary-schooli: Finland reports.

. _

1 sornetiMes la' "class councir .(of pupils =and 'the 'forth' -teacher)
tkesftliiii-; initiative' and makes . practical-- proposals, to -.the higher
waiir-.-- = i

.,

i

rainitig of teachers

°OF-first-Way of training pUpilS frir'pal-ticipation is through teach-
Thit is-how pupils must 'learn to express themselves rand to

itireloV,their,2 curiosity and reasaning. powers, Abtive teaching, in-
apendent ork,- examples Of Iteamirork- given by'teachers are all_
amingiexercisea-in participation. To some_extent pupils should be
Dle:to,choose their own subjectsiof study and classes, probably frOrn

, .

-
.1Sah-teaching entails ,an'adelqUate training of teachers, In many_

Amtriesilheir initial training is .still being adjusted, and-Sometimes
ianged ,L,by _hit-and-miss methods. Teachers. and .pupils are often
3ing-Araiped simultaneously and haphazardly as regards their, titti7
deito,participation.



CHAPTER.Ill

14EFIAL SCHoOL CONCERTAtION BODIeS

_ I. FIelds of compete/lc

Relationships

Vtiesiidies=1:49,a1- mainly With- question's of relationships (e.g.
-dr ng ..0iiitiilternal-reOulations for each school-and_keeping them
unde:Ftre-ciielav)edi_SeiPliniry- matters and relatione, betWegir triei school
anditlfeoWide*Prldr_OsPecially irrthe cultuial:and!sociai fields. As
al`luiiitthey'tireicOnternediwith general problems laffecting a large
numbefAttlinirsoninVeli/ed in the school's life tbough -often in a

-

Tii-Ocern !biten-_-nof to_ make_ full use of _the means at their
dispssaMithough-,they, arerfrequently dissatisfied with oUtside regu-

letliknWttleYAerely Make:requests-or appeals to the'-central authority
or?Pfle;.-TiCadvi6e: TheY_dd-not alWays" utilise the MachinerY:Provided

'IbY,_lilkjar,expressing oppoiition.
.

II. Structures
-

Wherevecsuch a: body exists, it comprises, in addition to the
Yteiteher_ or his deputy, .-representatives of: 1 the -PupHs, 2. the

e,itefr3., 7therion-teachifig staff, I 4. the, parents;-In more or
,e-:*quar:numbers. Sometimes there arealso,representatives of the
Idet6rrirriunity in the broad sense, in order to keep the school open
tozte_outside,world..

c-

IrLyiew-otthe large number of pupils and, parents, 'the elections
''-fo 'theiitYtwo;grou_o6 are ne ly always carried out in-two stages. In

:,7 -.-, -_-
_

=ti 'rieJr rprnsenttIvoi are sornatl included in the "teaching staff" group
,

..,.
,



the_dasetopthepupils;:- ea-ch class elects-one or.two 'delegates who
hi theirturtiallorthe. Plipils'±-repiresent-Eitives- toi:the schaOrs-c6ncer-
tation bodn0_4i-rAiiiiilarly 'democratid methodiithe plrents elect a
number Oltdelegatee :*11-6-'-elect: froM:among their_ nurhbei as many
reprasentatales=itearii---Peffnitted-far their grauP -ii1=--the Cbricertation ..

-
- i'4iFailthe_2-tea_:iars'_.!,group the elections are-carried out,.in ono or .

tiVolre liscrioelefi_e_eraseritatives=of-this group_sometimes-feel.outnum-
on:the total number _of teachers .employed -ati

...7-. a-wed 1.31WrpAipils',.atia,-rigiidnts' representatives. ,:in'APril 1975, the
FIetiepAking Iiinia,;ofj, Belgium ; depided-- to: incrpaid:_slightly the
porrhitteartUrnbei-Olieiahe'rs', represeritatiVes,i seeing _thaMhis num-
baliriZiudei,-Iiii-f-addition -to 'teachers, the delegates --of the auxiliary

ool staffthei Pei:a-medical staff and technical staff.'1
..-.7.-.c. ..

nal, situations

n at 1 ,secondary schools have as well as °classroom partici-
.,..1,-:-_--_!-FA -,---,- ,

,

---vpatithiga:rathir,elaborate structure of compulsory participation corn-
prising, a_.."teachers' council", a, "pupils' council", ? a "joint parents-
-4- ---' t 3eachers commit ea. and a "co-operation committee". o

.
.,coToperation committee, which is the Danish concerta ion

ody,..1_:CotnprisesAhe head Aeacher, the _chairman of the. teachers'
VouhCil,?tivo --,teaChers,. the chairman of the pupils' council: and two
"PlilOili.flOpeovides' liaison between the head teacher, the teaching
itifflind iiiipils1-70iirents°are not represented on it.

.

he,French` system divides the delegates of 'five groups as fol-
ows.-.1Mhicschbors-edministration one sixth, 2.. varlotis kirids of staff
erriplOyeckin--the school two sixths, 3.- parentaione-:Sixth-;':4.-' pupils

::._,.-..._ - . . -onesixth,, 5.-local authorities and persons concerned-in-the-school's
-iffiiiii_oria_:sixth: This "conseil d'admiffistration" -may appoint a discit
"lIniif 6-646:11i6M it ip , amo g te members.. ., ,

-

e number of iresentatIvas for eadh.:at. the thr(.3:0 -CrOilnd-lbolng equal
,..2:1ThoDieirifnenr, of Secondary Education (upper grade).-.1ssued a cirtular- on

_optember41968;on the=organisatIon"of the pupils tUuncH They ehali be M0_0,1'0101,
presentatIvactorpuolls In their relation* ,gAth. the:.SCh061, Its head toacher;vits. teething ,-
-ff.:and _ - . ,-: , ,

3.1Compulsoryln-all_primary-and secondari_4thoola (19id'Act).-Of Ithetree_or five,.
e b-rel_LOependIng-on-the,si chzelof-the_sool).onu Is elected.by-the.inunlo pal council

frommong tItslmemberi and the'two or_fourolharis'4by tho perents:,-rhe.head4teachec, the
chalrmariror1thejteachers7caUnoll, gind a,reprisentative'of Ithe'puolle'caunollialto-_attend
meetings -1WIthout=2the--rIght= to, vofe:-The main functionl of =the - joint committee la to
sUpervIse4the rurining of the-school and ensure that the pupils participate satisfactorily In
tell-activities _

= -
-



ji,io.isof aphoolinsj at which participation is beneficial

:opinion-is as follOws;

ng_methods-

Particlpiqtiory, beneficial tb children even at the pre-school
, t

stage 190-.1gOthig,stagethat- a certain kind of relation6hip can best
deVelOp-beareeniteachers and .iaught. -

Attthi_slegejthefthild7is fatremely receptive: he goes through a
staget2frifite4i:Capacity for learning stimulated by the-environment.
Participatt&I;filt-Uitioris 'therefore exert a profound and indelible in-
fluencrolr , -

=.Corjsequently,--partleipation 1, situations. must be offered as early
as posslthoWlife.';'We-now knoW that the psycho-physiological apti-
tudeshildren.Lirider-tiie-age' of 5 or 6 have been greatly under-

lifiratedX1f4V116:-c:faveitrable circumstances for co-operation with
=

adulta, ;pose-- children can reach levels of knowledge and
,abiliWiEhlaiie-thoUglit'to be possible only for much older children.
Partitipation'in'teaChing methods should of course continue through-

r_LOtitechooling. _

WILeistirez pursuits- have been mentioned as greatly helping to
deVelopja`clitnate of participation.

tictedecliorms
rho rthnlmLfm sge generally quoted is 14 or 15 years, i.e irf

upp _:_:-.ree-COndary,schools.'But a 'start can° be made before this age \
Eiigiedd): lid:general; °therefore,' structured forms can be built up

Itand--,,sehto!'WOrk,t as soon, as children begin to feel the need for _a
yortn-,-rganisition (Sweden). Italy and Turkey even say that a

ild,can_ perform effectively within such structures from the age of 8_

o:doubt_there are considerable differences between the stmic-
ect forms the various countries have in mind.

onclusloh
hout gainginto more detail, weinay note that
It,coUntries advcicate classroom participation from the earliest

of_ them consider:participation to be beneficial .n struc-
TurakfOri'n!,--at-ths beginnipg of the upper secondary stage.

And betviien will:Ws-and the'enildren's parents.
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CHAPTER IV

DECISION.MAKING

Who decides what? And about whom? Let us examine the
question in tne Context of a. relations between the central authbrify
and the schools, and b. each school's general co-Operation body':

As between central authority and school

From the varioue pati6nal. statements 'with regard to structures
end _operational directives a number of common features emerge
wAith constitute a basis 'ler-these divergences.-These common points
relate to:

. "basic elements"
methods anclassessments
Secial ancl cultural-activities.

_

A.. Common points

:a. Basic elements
, These concern mainly the generaraims of education, the various

brariche of 7earning end their currinla and the structures within
_

-
These. basic /elements are, evarywnere -determined by the com-

petent Minister, who before taking hiLdecisione consults one or bore
Working wiles appoirited to study the problem in question and 'to-
offer- advice. Two Fe-unifies have.- special situations: In England the
central ;government -delegates practically all its poWers to local .i;clu-1
cation abthorities (local governreent bodies). These in turn very often
leive--matters to heab teachers, while rataining an ultimate right of
tipervision. The degree _of independence- which the local education

itithority gives its schools Naries considerably. In the Federal Fle.

public of Germany, the School Association has to approve the school



regulations or any educational experiments, as well as building costs.
Thus wright of veto is recognised in certain matters.

b, Methods and assessments

The teachers decide on -teaching procedures. It is up to them to
work out the "how" (operational aims, techniques, methods). Moim
and more-often this work takes account of the results of some de-
gree of Informal consultation and negotiation with pupils.-

4t is- the teachers who assess the pupils (by various systems) and

thus decide their ftiture schooling.

c. Social and cultural activities

Countries have inoorporated such activities in the daily lives of
their schools in highly varying degrees. The Scandinavian countries
and -the United Kingdom givelhem a bigger place than do other
countries, where they occupy a fringe position as extra-curricular or
out-of-school (rather than "school" pursuits),

B. Decision Co-decision Independence

a. Decision-making

Relations between the central authority and schools are domi-
nated by the Idea of alithority, which is generally accepted in prin-
ciple but just as often contested in many of its practical.applications.
A lirge number of the general school conceriation bodies accord-
ingly claim the right to wider powers of decision, increased ..indepen-
dence and a broader area of "conditional freedom".

b.-CO-decision

The problem of co-decision' arises bgth within the ..general_conf_
certation bodies and between them and the 56ntral authority. Simiiar
Claims (to obtain )r. preserve this right) are made at different levels
and .6etween different groups of protagonists, but the basic psychb-
logical mechanisms remain the same.

=
Management committees in schools often feel they have no in-

fluence over important decisibne_ (see "Basic elements" above). Even
if the right of co-qecision exists in certain respects, it does not cover

:what are, regarded as essential matters. Some groops wonder whether
the final result of the work of local committees is worth the trouble



c. Independence'

Between the two extremes of matter-of-cause submission and
radical attack there is room for claiming more independence through

'a degree of decentralisation. Some countries say that participants
will -commit themselves only on this condition. Others point to the
danger of a multiplicity of different forms. Including a new unbridled
school elitism. But it is just as dangerous to try to preserve a cen-
tralised system enchangethin a changing age.

, The problem has not been settled, but there is a gpneral move-
ment towards independence.-What it entails remains to be seen.

.a The heed teacher

---- It-Is-interesting to examine here the intermediate position of the
head tetcher. He is placed sometimes precariously, between the
central authority and his school's generaLconcertation body. Although
he is a member of that body, he has a status, role and responsibility
Of his oWn. He is the only member othis category on that body. He
has te ensure that the limits _imposed- tpy the antral authority are
observed: deciitons validly taken by authorised persons in a permitted
field can only...be carried out if ratified (i.e. atknowledged to be in
accordance, with regulations) by him. He thus-has an oennipresent
-right of veto, as'a safeguard for official requirements and prohibitions.

His powers and responsibilities
-

Traditionally such, a function carries with it the idea of a high
degree of authority (in this context. independence) Within the school.
What is the present position?

Legally,...the head teacher's independence has in general been
- little affected by participation. But in practice his authority-is far less
readily accepted. His de jure authority rio longer carries acceptince
of-dedecto-autherity.- _

ln`most countries the 'heed teacher has a vote in all matters which
come up for discussion. As he is responsible for seeing that the cen-
tral authoritys dictateS are observed, it is he who has the last word.
The other parties May however appeal against his decision to the

--`;'-competent Minister.

'National situations

Ite Is- in England-that his-power is greatest. That countryt -docu-
ment nevertheles6 reports growing dissatisfaction among teachers,



\who through their national union have since February 1972 been- ,

'urging the need for 'them to have a greater share in the running of
schools. Initially they ask only that they should be compulsorily con-
aulted. They thus show more faith in coriqertation than in confron-

.
tation from legal positions demanded as a prerequisite.

In the Federal Republic o( Germany one point now being con-
sidered at Land level is the role of teachers councils in electing the
head teacher.

NOrway stresses the importance of the personality of the head
I-teacher whose area of authority "has Mit been appreciably: dimin-

,ished-by-the establishment of the varioui participation bodies". He
is thus entitled to disregard advice given by pupils, parents or
teachers.

I --In Finland the head teacher is in the position of an "executive
authbrity". One of his main tasks is to ensure -the legality of becisions
taken jOIntly with the School, council, to which he reports. Evidenily
part of his former authority has passed to this council:

tJuival cases are two Norwegian upper secondary schools,
whose\ main authority is the general assembly, and the Copenhagen_
'independent grammar school, where.all decisions of general concern
are taken by the general assembly: kaell member of °this' assembly
has a vote and the- head teacher confines himself to ensuring that
the deCisions taken comply with the Minister's regulations. This system
pleases the pupils, who almost everywhere faVour a 'direct demo-
craty" style of procedOre.

II. In general school concertatlon bodies

I
A. Difference.s Disputes

-'--7-------Our-ciCeep-seated 'self-centredness, -the variety of our individual
desires, the disparities in out scales of values and our differing per-

\ceptionsj of personal interestS or "indisputable rights" invest the pre-
blern' of,the right of deciiion I in general school co-operation bodies
with an emotional charge that is sometithes enormous. This is appa-
rent both-in t ose who possess the right who vigorously affirm good
reasons for h ving it and arnong those who would like to possess
it who with \equal vigour affirm other good reasons. While their aims
'and inter sts coincide in the long run (being "all in the same boat").

I

.

1. Stilt go as It may seem. the 'right of decision" is not always Linde Lid. et this
Ito/el, ea a " ight- of no-decision",



in the short term these are often felt to differ widely: They are indeed
both felt and defended, fikr_short-term motivation is more spontaneous,
more direct more stimulating and nearly always more powerful than
long-term incentives.

There is so: Mimes a lack of coherence and realism between
thought and deed, between demands and actual behaviour. While
there Is a strong tendency to exert as much influence on decisions
as possible, there is not always a comparable inclination towards the
sometimes long and arduous "task of studying complex general prob-
lems, which are oftenlreduced to simple personal ones.

Teachers and pupils prove to be the two most dynamic cate-
gories. The Scandinavian countries and the United Kingdom, per-
haps becauSe they are more used to concertation procedures, lay far
less stress on the need for: 1. a clear division between decision-

. making and consultation, and 2. an exhaustive list of subjects which
May or may not be discussed..

The general co-operation bodies are as a rule fairly 'flexibleAll
the groups represented have the right of co-decision, but they cannot
always exe CiSe6 it.at the same time and in.the same matters.

B. Participation COnsultation? Decision

Opinions given spontaneously or on request come under the
heading -of consultation, which Is 'the basic level of participation.
Without con'sultation.there is no particip4tion.

Some consider ''true" participation to*s.lart only_with the right Of
decision; others regard it as being effective even at the consultation .

stage.

Legally spdaking-,- there Is a clear distinction between decision
and consultation. ObviciuslY, the -right to be consulted and give one's
opinion is much less than the right of decision (on one's own) or co-
decision (with others). In practice, however, the dividing line is less

_ clear, for we do not act according' to purely legal definitions. No
human being ;capable of forming relationships is totally impervious
to outside influences. Even if not all parties have the right of co-
decision, consultation can have some effect, for no one listens to
others without being to sbme extent influenced by them. This :really
Means listening however, not mere defensive hearing. Yet in .the
png run there is always a certain intermixpro Of opinions. Even if,'
superficially, attitudes, harden on contact with each other, at a deeper
level, ahd in the longer run, they quietly 'interpenetrate. It is because



, of _this law of relationships that ,consultation is more effective fact
thin it appears to be in law,

An Overall view

An overall view of national situations indicates tha :

I. In relations. with the central authority there is a clear-out dif-
ference between the "northern" and "southern" countries with regard
to demands for the right of decision. In the north people are or
claim to be, less clamorous than in the south. To explain this it would
be necessary to analyse the circumstances sill:rounding the phenome-
non. Whether_the description fits the facts or not, it seems that the
levels -of---aspiration to a 'right Of decision are not the same-in all
countries. 'The decision-consultation problem exists everywhere, It

becomes more acute the further south one goes.

2. Wherever general school condertation bodies do not yet exist
(and such cases are rare), governments are in the process of setting
them up at different levels. There is a general move te set up parti-
cipatlon machinery. S._

3. Most co-rierarsclpol concertation bodies are essentially con-
sultative. Their poirers of decision are generally very limited. Their
exert their influence by giving reasoned opinions.



CHAPTER V

RESISTANCES 1 OBSTACLES

I. Resistances (persens

This re'port does not seek to paint a rosy picture of participation
situations. Theft educational potential is not necessarily realised by
existind circUmetances, people, or facts of life in or out of school.

Participation Implies a profound change in attitudes and behav-
lour. Even when It Is sincerely, dedired in principle, its Introduction
naturally puts the participants on the defensive, for they ire always
wary of change. Former certainties are shaken, and existing school

-systems collapse under outside blows-and pressure& To'acknowledge
this fact with our reason does not mean that we are ready emotionally

; to _take here and now to something new, unfamiliar, untried and
"Ihreatening".

Hopes end fears

What do we hope ta gain from participation? What do we fear to
._ lose by the:change? Our behaviour will vary- between attack arid de-

fenckaccording to whether.we feel entitled to claim .new ground or
-_ in danger:of losing some of the ground we have, A coercive element
- hitherto "unpelfceived suddenly emerges as pert of the relationship.
All relations have their more or leas perceptible or conscious aggres-
.sive.side._Thls Is what makes us fight to obtain satisfaction, to Impose

_our "wills", of which we may or may-not be aware, Nothing-is-entirely
-_ "gratuitous", without an underlying motive which Is sometimes ,un-
-conscious. Beneath our good intentions we are motivated by self-
interest, whether' ill advised or well advised.

, .

WhatAgaln (material-or otherwise) do we expect? What lass ma-
erial or _otherwise) do we -fear? What advantage do we hope to
etain? Hawever self-centred these considerations May be, they

,nonetheless play a genuine and active-part:in human relations



though with differing degrees of plainness, courtesy and conscious
, awareneSs and thus in some of the negotiations- which-participation=

entails.

Basic problems

,Two groups of problem emerge wherever the question of parti-
cipation arises. There are always problems of_ communication, and
where' there are differences of opinion there are problems of authority.

A certain number of situations and techniques may -greatly im-
prove communication..Success is not guaranteed, but it is achieveçl
in most cases. But td organise such readaptation takes time, money ,
and- a sufficient number of willing people if the operation is_ to be
viable.

The problems of authoriV are more difficult' to cope with, if only
because of the.open or hidden fear and aggressivity_they engender.
Formerly, authority was regarded as consisting primarily in the
power to Impose something (or oneself). Even .wheri this Omer
aroused displeasure and protest it was not diminished or funda-
mentally ccintested, the holder of; the authority being regarded more
as a symbol than as a person. HiS status was automatically recognised

. ,

and thus obedience was a matter of aourse.
a

Today the situation is Plainly very 'different everywhere. In fact,
it is often the opposite 'of :what it was. It is therefore all the more

,difficult to change, being .iooted in the -same deep ,and irrational
strata of the personality. To reject dependence does not always lead
to independence but often only to counter-dependence;,one man says ,

_white_because the other says black.-

How do the protagonists work together in participation situations?

A. Pupils.
Pupils- arefrequentlypreserite-d falliinto two main cate-

gories. They are said to have different underlying attitudes (fnith or
scepticism) Which they express by opposite modes of behaviour (as-

-sertiveness or.indifference).

The former make use of their immediate advantages to be
'very_demanding thus revealing their faith in the abilety of participation_
to Yield 'as much as they-claim. The latter behave- with indifference,' I .
and thus show their lack of faith in panicipation (and/or perhaps of
aclulta In general).

_



Assertivene s Is more of a problem than indifference and i& en-
countered more frequently.

Assertive pupils

Assertive pupils clash frequently with the other protagonisti_They
clamour loudly- for rights end liberties and are said to be less ready
to offer their co-operation, partly because they lack an oVerall view
of the problems being discussed. Freedom is demanded as an end
in Itself (not as a Means to an end), implying freedoms in the plUral.
Finland reports that pupils' organisations seek to increase to the
maximum the operation of participation and its impact on the school.

Indifferent pupils

Indifferent pupils, or at least those who appear so, ate. often
caught up in the wide movement of opposition to established forma,
whatever they may be. They are only negatively interested in parti-
cipation. They regard it simply as an instrument to influence them, a

.:thinljk veiled way of "recovering" cm "manipulating" them; in, short a
form of- "anti-education"; a conspiracy by the oid against the. young;

-a piece of bluff to trap the unwary, since they are denied the right
to decide on the things which interest them. "Talking doesn't do any
good:" At most they are -left extra-curricular or out-of-school activities
and social and cultural matters. For the rest, "the whole thing is-
cooked". The subjects they are allowed to discuss do not strike them
as important enough for theni to feel really involved: -

3

This Category of pUpils seem to take an .all-or-ndthin attitude.
They-fear any campaign to persuade them,' without belieVing in any
caMPaign in which they might do the persuading subject The power,.
of decision and that of co-decision are often confused.

'
Of course they are wrong, but let'us admit that- if they cin only

make themselves heard without_ever having their_ demands met be
cause the answer is regulated once and for all, then "democracy"
arid "participation" are only empty words.
-I

Unfavourable circumstances

_Secondary =school-pupils- matUre rapidly and this has an unset-
tling effect on groups and organisations of young people, mem-
bers

I. being only transitory and mahout any influence on Important
cisions. This constant moveMent of pupila tends to create in many

°r them "an obvious lack of any sense of commitment or social re-
=-,sponsibility, or of the effort that is essential if they are to acquire the
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Information necessary for constructive pa cipation" (Switzerland).
To pay nothing of lack of time.

Another sensitive subject is that of representation, which in par--
ticular involves problems concerning:

1: the actual election (the indirect method of election- is often
contested),

2. contact with the electorate,
3. the period of office. 2

In practice all these questions are closely bound up with that- of
infrastructure (preinises and means of.,circulating information) and
timetables. -

It is understandable that the pupils, being members of the "youth"
group, cannot be equable protagonists in the present division of so-,
clety. They are not merely surrounded by contradictions, -as adults
are; they absorb them much more. They are pulled id all- directions ,
by them, sometimes painfully. Adults to whom they unconsciously:turn
for a sense of security, appear to he anxious and puzzled,' constantly

-7 hesitating between an obpolete past and an uncertain future.
. -Are they to weep among the ruins or embark on the problerd-

atical quest for a new Grail (but where are- the modern _knights?)- or
do nothing but live from one day to the next?' Regreta, worries, dis
couragement and aggressiyity provide the dailY background, against
mhich the young find little encouragement in their elders. The past is
well-anel truly dead. As for the future -.-.. What future? Will there be a
future? Atleast a viatile future?-

- -
oThis being so, the "indifference .cif many young people is some-

times merely a cloak -for despair. They are in two minds not only
about adUlts but also about- participation. Thay are constantly afraid
of being treated as "things ",. and so they habitually tend to regard -

any atteMpt to influence them, and thus any education_ as manibu-
- lation.

There are thus three types of behaviour:
rebellion, with aggressive rejection of every proposal, since it

Comes from the "system" (i e. authority as it exists in their imagin-
ations);

1-Many puplla reject the priheipie of reprownetion and want "a system of direct
demoCracy in which everyone can spgjk for himself- (Italy). A large numbar of Swedish
pupils, to0, would like direct democrady and general assemblies In which oath pupil could
explain his vi8V13 perSonally.

2 Do the eleCted pupils risk becoming part of the Establishment?
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norkommitment, out of sceptIcism or caution (fear of negative .

Judgement by their peers):
utilitarianism, playing the game on the surface while trying WI

derive the maximum-advantage.

It la "only when they can make reassuring contacts that this feel-
ing of being manipulated fades and genuine co-operation develops.

B. Teach

Overtime work

The reports suggest that it is at this level that resistance to par-
ticipation .is moat widespread. The 1973 Brussels Symposium stated .

that teachers felt that certain pressures from the responsible author-
ities Inhibited sincere involvement in a participation scheme, and that
from the-material point of view -they regarded their co-operation as
unpaid-extra work.

Hostile tradition in certain countries

Teachers are Indifferent, reticent or hostile towards any system
which, does not guarantee then' a power of debision in questions
they_ regard as crucial. It matters little in this respect whether_the
system is of the old style`sor involves participation,- They- thus take
advantage of the-meetings to state -trade union peaitions. The indi-
vidualistic traditions of certain countries- and the united front. . .

against_participation by pupils arid parents hamper Cr even neutralise
---.7=--any----particip'ation system whose sterility is then denounced as having

no connection with .the people directly involved. Being proud and
independent in their_ profession, teachers often feel the presence of
neiW 'parties" to be an encroachment on their preserVes. They do not
yet zee it is 'part of their duties to °act as "anirriteurs" or assume
responsibIlity.for the pupil's overall upbringing (France).

Finlind reports that its teachers organisations and political right
'wing fear that "too much" saticipation by pupils may involve the'
-schools in politics. At the actual meetings the teachers distrust the .

=representatives of the parents even more than those of the pupils."

Teachers in the English-speaking and Scandinavian countries
Adopt far less' defensive positions than those elsewhere. Habits,.

tandards qnd patterns-are different and more attuned to co-dPeration.

1. it seems to be adults far more than young people who Adopt this third type of
behaviour.

_



England states, however, that certain teachers have the impression__
that the legal position of pupils is stronger than their own.

_

For them but without the

The teachers reserve is due to the feeling they have.of being
rhore or less compelled to obey and thus le run the risk -of failure
(thereby losing their self-respect and the respect of others), whereas

. they _acquired a certain ease of operation, not always withoUt- diffi-.
culty. -And all this happens in front of colleagues Who represent the_ ..fi
"group standards", which like all group standards are conservative.

The following passage illustrates the misgivings of teathers about
he refornis in general:.

'When it comes to actually putting the reforms into effect, suc-
cess_or--failtire depends on the attitude of teechers. Now in most of

schemes worked out -by the innovators everything seems to sug-
gest1hat the intention is to act on the teachers: tor them, no doubt,
but rarely with them. This attitude of technocrptic paterTialism based
on distrust :engenders distrust in return. In p esent circumstances it
Is not internal reforms which teachers as a whole resist: the conditions"
in which they 'are presented to them, not to SaY imposed on them, give
offence. Hence the _importance of associating educators actively in
any attempt 13t reform in their field." 1

C. Head teachers

Fears

A large number of head teachers fer-.;
_

Their 'responsibility. Being -,..fr%, restected by a central ad-
ministration which Jetains nearly aii the pcwors of decision, head
teachers are uneasy a6out the contrzt.Iiotion 6,-tween the sharing of
prerogatives that participation entails- and the fact that thei 6ear sole
responsibility (not spread over all participants) (France);

The preservation of their authority in situations which are be-
yond them (England). Some are said to have "a liking for lone auth,
ority" (France);.

The quality of education if:people wvio are riot tc,ad.ers inter-
fere in therunning of the school's affairs (Italy).

1 e Edgar FaUra Uneadd-Fayard. 1972,
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_ Cheufge ot roip
I ?-_

A head teacher Is_a-hea,p imposed institutionally.from abeye. This
. does r_notnecessarily give him\ the qualities which, will enable? him .to

--assUrne =an operational rotri in \Increasing and developing the cre-
ativity of the school community and leading It towards the attainment

= of known objectives..This neW image, Is gradually replacing-the some-
what magus-like ascendance his statu's as head once gave him.

.

If his function Is not mainly Oureaucratic I the 'wquirements
char43'.radiCally.' What matters most is 'Inner integrity. The centre of
gravity of Ilia function tends to shift from the head to thWheart of the
school..This Is easier said than done.. Backed, up only by his wavering
self-confidence, the head often feels abandoned and even mpre iso-
lated thanthe other teachers, with a sense of 'gdilt because the facts
do not square at all with his underlying image Of himself Vid his role. .

.This is a-. problem -with which nearly all- those in authority are now
-familiar.

D. Parents

Parents seem to provoke more resistance than they, actually put
up. " Often they are_ still viewed as oUtkiders making their first en-.
trance into. the 'prIvate worldstf_the school. Arid it takes tirne for the
newcomers to cease to be intruders.,

,Lack of information
The resistance they encounter is often dUe to their ignoranbe

that is their lack of information about educational developments and
:school organisation. Some countries report that many parents do nbt
,consider themselves competent to play any useful part.

\ -

This incompetence is obviously not innate. It can be overcome if: ,

the parents make an effort to put themselves in the picture. This takes
time and often neither the parents nor other parties have enough
motivation to devote the necessary time to exchanging information.

_

Thus their-own indirect resistance ofte ekes the form of lack of
interest and absenteeism.

Redresentatives The:base

As they have little or no contact with other parents., parents rep-
resentatives run a constant rIsk of speaking only for themselves., As

--1. 'That is. If the best kind of hdad teadleir Is not one whose knowledge and ability
enable him to make the best application of . standards set by others and of iMpersonal...

gulatlons, without any -arbitrary' personal element
. , .
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&Jesuit, of course, the views they uphold are treated with far less
respect_This may be One of the reasons for the position in which
they find themselves in many general co-operation 'bodies: they feel
tolerated rather than welcomed by the teachers and their- own_
children.

it is more at national level, as an.organised body representing a
large number of persons involved in school life, that parents groups
prove most active and effective. Within schools, most parents prefer
individual confect with their own children's teachers. This generally
means that personal concerns are given absolute priority over co-
operation with the school community as a whole, Civic sense begins
in th family, and often remains there.

E. Participants in genera

Basic assnmptIons

In general, when any of the participants prevent the participation
-machinery from working, it is because of certain assumptions, the
most frequent of which are:

Everything has been decided in advance;
Only minor unimportant points are discussed: the participants,'

_are being manipulated and treated as children;
It is illogical to study one aspect of the *Jr without ques-

tioning the whole;
All problems are ultimately findncial._Without any power of de

cision in financial matters the rest is pointless;
Some people use information as 2 weitpan against the parti-s

cipants and keep it out of their reach.

On the WhOle teachers show some interedt parents- less, while. _

papils cannot make up their minds. The pupils see in participation a
possible means of aCtiOn, tiut in some countries. eapecially .those

' Where pupils are heavily involved in politics they consider that no
fundamental .changes can be made within the system, eyerything
being so-quicidy digested, assimilated and "retrieved".

Unpreparedness

All the countries Which admit to 'difficulties in -making partici-
path:pit work put this down to a "technical" shortcoming: the unpre-
paredness of all parties for this kind of active co-existence. As edif-
catkin- quite naturally applies its own values, assumptions and
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methods, It advodates"preparation;nrainifig"and:!priatieel ebtirees' .
But the content and -purpose of Ahle-ftrairOg
In practical terma.- Two considerefioni-iire.clearV:balliMeiliCt;it0671
that participants should Co---operatc_bettec.thanOheiiia'n-liqpreiim
and a faith In unspecified technliqUeS-_016h;are:expacte-&to7ChiTge'
the behavlbur ot participants. One!:senseilthe:existeribefkgreit-r
serves of power and resources buf=e4Ualii:driet-difficultreOriqinder-,-
standing and'co-operation "-

:1-7-" -
-

When it comes to training.pupils,for particiPation,- ideas: are more'_ .

precise. Such training ls best ghien In the ,farin of daily-praCticetof
participation methods in class. . =

There lie general convictionithat individual systems-of _

especially Values epPlicable to groiig. life 77 depend-on a number._;c_,
practices. If daily life does not establish-Values,-atleist-it -iffeetitheir__
adoptieh and development The._ dddurrients therefore 'SW=
through claseroom activities ancr -relationspips 'that a co;operatiiii. - _ _
spirit is mated and a desire for tearnwork fostered:1

II., Obstacle's (conditions, circurns

A. Isigtional diffe;ences ..

nces)

The conditions and circumstances described below are ahVays
determined by the country, and within each country to a large eZtenl_
by the locality. _±

Regulations, approachei and attitedes_vary in accordance_ wit
history, .tradition, Sociological factori, administrative --structines;- de-
cision-making maChinery = whether-centralised,- decentralised!,er
persed = and the political context-and, as regards- edudational
tutions in particular ri accordance_with,,the school'simagikin,society
the public concept 'of its role and 'that of_ 'authority, theieikiStance7,-er
absence within the school of structures institutionalisirig paniaotion;
and lastly, in adcordance with the real,:potential -or imaginary t -vans
of pressure pessessed by the grouPs;_which go-to- make,-.60'the_edii:-
cational .community in a limited be, widiar sense pupils teacneti,-
parents and other persons involved with the life ofthe-

1. It Is therefore Important that the adults directly Involved in thls training or6c
should themselves give the example or such g spirit and desire For this it Is: necesse

-that lharshOuld-have-wished-end-been-able-to-ohange-their-own-attitudes,-.Ideactmode
and underlying psychology which have Veen built up over a lifetime.- This is neither eas
nor usual.

2. Bruasels Symposiam.. 18-24. November 1973, repori - z-
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-=lettitar_ifords, although in all countries edUcation _is centra-liseV
orlesser degree ,-

I-W- *-

Ao-skgreater, the way the system ,,works --and-.7there
,

.., fore.-.:th-e7e4a7of_-:freedem possesied-by schools:. --. within the natid-nalt'-Y
frairiewOrkvaries,from one country to another . -

Iii'view--pf_=these differences, the same area of freedom may be-_
- _--:,=--i

- reg rdei'd .'-;.a's satisfactory in one place and very ynsatisfactory -in.
, another:_A MerelY descriptive study of the area of freedom would give

' no idea,othow thosewho live within that area feel-about it
_

- - 'Some -difficulties, rnoreover, are encountered by a// parties, .-_-,-,
. whereas others are felt more strongly by.one group only .,

. _ ---
.B. Regulations '.. .

-.::...fi

-In'..ibry general terms,- the main diffieCilty is said to be that some
gUlations iMposed from.outside the:school by the central authority:7_1-4

are tod-rigidly binding:The obligations-they ,entail bear heavily-o2',-
. people- who'are- not used to participation piocedures or tother,kin

orrelati6bships they involve. A selective authoritarian tradition'existi_ -

vihich!is illuitrated and upheld by certain legislative 'texts and certain-X:-:=L
persons; The -idea Tof- mass= education has been superimposed- on =_
structures designed for seleetion system and aiming at conforMitY,7,--
with set patterns. n

T

17

C. The tirrie factor

The.qUestion of jack of time recurs continually. The parties-are:f
often _unable-_to meet because they are- bound by different workin-g---T.1-.I1
hours...,,in some salibols the timetable is so full that it is impossible to:7:- --.r4
find space for reguldr participation meetings. Even when this-can be-- 74:
arranged, the time taken up: by preparing for and holding meetings,L2-4

_constitutes extra mork. Teachers are sensitive to this aspect of the.1-;.,;,--

matter, A more general difficulty, just mentioned, -is that the meetings
are sometimes fixed for a time 'of day when not all representatives of'i

- the groupn concerned can attend.

p. Differences of language

A large number of _documents remark that-teachers sometimes-- I-,
speak a yery different language from pupils and parents: This is par= .1.
ticularly 'the 'case in countries where most of the adult population
have had only -a primary school education. Sometimes the-parenta,;:l.--1
even _get the impression that they are not wanted, not welcomed=6C-T-i,t--1

not qualified.



=E.MIr.
The F. Iding?of -.meetings is 'sometimes, actually impeded, by,,t_

school's:la _.--Cif-_flUitable premises or funds. In feet nearly all-schools:
lack ipScreVit'lhere Aelegates hive no facilities-for Meeting trill/3060e
who' have-7616-efed_Tthern; this lack will undermine their' representative-
ness:

Large schools
_

-In large,gsehools a,number of people involved in participation
makes It both'-±mbre difficult and more worth while. Big _units, or corn7

_ ,

binatlons rniKe for,less 'personal and less Warm relations, bedause_
_

the:peopleleofirdeined cannot have as Fiany personal contacts-as In-
a schooV.WItsmiller numbers. Each person gains in potential inde=
pendence,-but there is lesp overall aohesion.,,

Some troduritriei,.- mainly the Federal Republic of Germahy and
France,- mentien difficultie.due to'the influehqe of politicat groups-
external' te_',the, School. Demands then' -become systematic and the :
eddcational results are found to besligiit. f

It 'is IMPossible to judge the_ actual effects of 'the personal re-
sistances and practical obstacles described above.

Where.the former are concerned, it almost appears'that at one
level peoplet-want participation while at another, deeper leVel trieV,
rejeqt it arid ehstire often by refraining from certain actions-- that-

,

nbt fullY achieved:They often cfrilie-with the brakes off.

Trie obstacles due to conditions and circumstances can only be
emoved gradually: Buildings, equipment, timetables arid habits take

years to change.

tiftwases



incrjased participatián

The variouS states report that participation is steadily increasing,
The fields. whiah it covers varY 'according to- the dag fee' Of 'a-access -

. (satisfaction) or Failure (dissatisfEction) experiencad by each country
or according to nationallivinj standards and habits.,

Options

A s'ystern of optiong is developing, in accordance with the gen-.
Oral principle that everyone is entitled to 'take an active part, in-
choosing his own education and its methods and content

Methods

. Educational methods which put group creativity before the ab-
sorption_ of 'knowledge are spreading sometimes from the primary to .
the secondary scrioals and sometimes in the\opppsite direction. 1 -Eng-
land and _Scotland- in particular urge more -classroom participation,
The changes in education are everywhere tending towards greater
actiVOtion of pupils.

It is.up to the teachers to adapt themselves to this fundamental
change, "In.addition to his traditional tasks the teacher must increaS
ingly became a counsellor, a partner in disdussion, someone who
helps in looking at both sides of a question rather than a depository
of reedknaila truths.- He will have to devote more lima and, energy
to productive and- _creative .activities interaction, discussion, stimu-
lotion, understanding, encouragement Without this change in the
relations. bitWeerr 'teachers and taught there can be nol real-demo--:--------_._ .
cratisation-of eckication. 2

1, This is probably more a question of practical opportunities than of educ
principles. ' =

2. Approndre fire, Edgar Faure, Unesco-Fayard, 1972, p 90
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'-.Aewarticipation is officially,advocated by all miacmber states:
naturel;Tthat _a --gradual- decentralising movement should be ,taking=.7-F74
place

theIirst place, It is generally 'accepted that participation can--
only dpvelcip- to: the satisfaction of the participants =if Ithey can: be-
given :rnora-treedom of choice than is now normally- the. 'case.
Wider independence is what makes participation work.- =

- -

Sicandly, 'the ,verY bperation of participation groups_"createa-
piessiirticktpwards,decentralisation.- The' school_ concertation- bodiei
do noVilways.seem to be' very aware of-their possibilities cif aCtia-n7-__
ViszaiiiiCtife;centril authority or to make full_-and-satisfactoryliuee--rOf
them41n,!-ithelait4resort many:restrictions imposed -,_byr.the:-.central
author*cOntin6e-tO exist only bedause those 4onCerneid adcept.-th'e,,
fu'ndamehteilly,Aespltetuperficial protests. These groups-: can:otle
do morpthanithey;think they can: for one Jhing,_they_can regularly

givefreasoned: advice to the higher powers. Means' of communication =-=
betweeirithe-schools and the-central authority are not alwayelusedi
bOth-=direetions:Thii leads to -misunderstandings and' underlying bit- -
ternesi arid also to non-committal or obstructive attitudes. -

-.,.,. .
ContMued development .

,

In May,1968 the demand for independence, if not independence
itself, receiVed a powerful impetus. The hurricane has since dropped

q mto a breeze,' but things ire no longer uite the sae,
.

The United, Kingdom reports that more and more parents:Tan
pupils_are entering school boards. Scotland says there is a stron
tenden-dy_towards encouraging,participation, though much remainslio
be done, and links the phenomenon-to the reduction in-the numbel

_ . __ ,---
of secondary schools:-the remaining ones_ having llecomeivery large
and difficult to govern without delegation of powers by the,-- head
teacher.: arid consultation of the participants at all levels. 2_ Cyprue..__ _ _

speakof:pressure to make-parficipation official. Francejocuses-at--
tention 'rriOre On -teacher-pupil relatiOnships as forming the!criji-:". o _

_..,-_
_ _ _ _ --

I . In'19ee a_Danieh cammissIon,-in the 'conclusions tc its st'udy an 'the grammrii_
Scheel of,the fUture,-,described a type of organisation In which the forms. field of activityr-
and. powers'of thIEVarious.participation committees would be considerably eniarged.7-,-,

2.1'he SIA .Repori- (Sweden) ledvocates radical reform This fgAvard-inokInj _ repOrt
Calls. for a' managing:Committee (no longer a head teacher alone) comprising representatives
of grouPeconcernedi.with the smooth running of the school. appointed.fortwo-,years'and
possessing wide Rowers of decilion,spruad over all-the committee's members.,

_
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7.r--1,:, '.- 1.711-1,- _-,e,,,

IL. r: / + 2-1,:, "
, the inattaarfaTheaptipll!ilstatue Lis--chenging there.' He .is _being giv-eii_.

an T I n EfisTe Msp g otithirTof resPensibilities, _and this is -already _trans-_,----
_

foimiii&ftgatioilifbigeiriAeachers- and.f taught (a-. self-exciting 64'6i-it-I.-
,--- of 6-iiiseindliffici.).'=-,z-___---- ,--tz

..,-

,.-----.;:-_,,-LL;--.7..--1:--,----_--- .

InClude,epreriFititi:VesV(oi.- more offthem) from_ outside :the schopl,
such alidelegatei=ifrom then trade unions,_economic 'and Professianal'4E-,-
cliclealvalbaliViridrities.

The3,desires=lhat= make -for participation are undeniably strong -_7-;!--.--=.__... ._ . _
.. , They.arebotn:of..4-movement towards greater maturity:and 'social, r_:-....-.?,..-

. --- -

--- Indepanife-FaVghis="ii:4- basic drive_ whose very :power 'May:Well
.:achieve;results-otherwise unobtainable.

. ,. --- -± = =

Beneath-Ja--sonietiniesieWkward exterior, =the desire for -partici---_
. .. . --patioh conceals_the:adult s -serious intention to exercise-his -mature!

rightici-,hitigta7Ti9;:directly;'or iridirec%i,iri--choices':which-affect,him-7-:!--=211T.
.- self."-This'7zIS the real-meaning of co-operation, which as a: Counter.:

, - ----c-&----_,-.4._--,,,- -. _. -___-.
waighttoLaggressive:individualism has always enabled Us to -survhie ----
and overCeinerdifficultiei. , _

;.4.--_,,-------, _ .

Ifiw-a,-!6-einSider-its:natural_ roots we-shall see that_ partioipation,-;2-',';,-,
despite -,the-obstacles-,-and 'resistance it sometimes -caUSes-i- is a rez=

- quirement7oLalredUcation. We do hot always know _how to go -for=. -=.
ward, but weleel that We must ...

,.: ,

The meMber_states unanimously tend, towards a single con--,;.--,
clusion,WhiCh±donfirmS,a statement already made elsewhere: It.cin=__:---c---;-
certainly-:b-e7seld7--thateven if -it may appear- impossible and -,un.7'_-_-Ti,-,_-__;,--;_',,
realistic- irt:the'present state of the world to transform structures and-,--r.
do away _with traditional-taboos, as required by such a reform,' the-Li-
trend in that diiection will stkidily gather mdmenturn," 2

i . =,--,..
__

TfiliigenerilkiehaPI:Ponceirtation bodies will :prebably-comel;io

4. Mors and- reisie-,Pren-ch secondary school pupils rue vr..rking -(aart.timei -nor obli. -_

during the holidays,but- throughout the school yeer -Permanent zducation". more-over.-
brings_aduit students Into the schools The pupils group has conseeuently_grown In social
maturity: relationships- can no longer- be what they were. Thus the Idea of supervIelon_ls"`-'atT
giving way to.tharoUinformatIon:lhe "InvIgilalor 'Is sometimes replaced by a Ilbrarlan:at--.."17F-:
the request -oftthe-head-teacher.- In-reality the problem Is far wider one._ Stever before-_---
of_ar least-never =In Such large - numbers have those for whom the' ruithorltles--ware--=7=
accustomed-twthInkIend take-declelons shown this profound desire-to reduce or
the enormotis Inequallty_orrole and status (France).

2. Apprinelre *hi; Edgar Fauie.`Linesco-Fayard. 1972. p. 91.
__

^
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- CHAPTER VII

F
-3;11.iii

_ - -

RECOMMENDATIONS

_Prelimin rethark

To,."boncluqp ;thisi_survey of the reports received-from member:2,1,-
stateirpfAieLCounCHof,_ Europe on various forms of participatiOn in
second'Ary:edOcatIon We propose four recoiriffiennations.

_ 1-=,; , - -
..Bufifirstly;raelt_Were 'to add substance to these recomMendationi7r---'-

we''_Wo4lald_rek7attentior to ,two basic- problems that everywhere,are
eiffieceitilicliicirjrnplicit: the problem of communioation and that of

-
'.Somel,forMS;-of, training can do much to remedy imperfections _in

in_liStening to others, and thus cope with psydid-
logIcalandtechnicaI -diffiebIties of communication.

:The-Orablenir.of :authority-, is connected_ with; individual-degrees
of emationiliiniturity-- Within 'structu-res- which 'are-- Often ''autficiritarid6
and-ilwayVirmly:,entrenched,,and involves=_a range`of,situations:which'il,
are harder-,46_,,,clarify :and deal_ with. Old atlitudes bSsed' on the' per-
sonal dirett behaviour`thatjis" ilIrSUlted7-td
sltuatiónshithëxcept in t often -Unconsciods -fantasy,- no- lorigtir7in--'
volvei,a'Jpiar-entichildjelatioriship but a totally "non-family" irelation-_,:=L-L:=;=:-._
ship betweien-a-dults working together on a joint educational project: _

Recimmendation No.1

Theip limItatiohs imposick-bycertain__ regulations .of the_icentral
_

authorityori,--pycertain material conditions should- be modified to -,--
facilitate2thd'praetice of participation.

This ...refiriAo._cases_of: unnecessary rigidity which:- should_ beE17...;1_ffi;
identifieCand'th-en-eliminated,==, in -order tei rationalise the work-in airtz

55
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, eduantionalYcommunity:'in- which participatiotv:has-- been-adOpted!Ww-
a liftIe. Certairi;tnatters should:pe,examined--,-imore-esoaciellr4
modificatiendbeing;wmade- 'where ;necessary: -timetablea,;(e-..'ciartairi

--amount.ofItime-'being allocated annually-for each sUbject) Classloom
niattiods'anclIblidget-Allocations. _

ItAsisaid'Z-that,-:inthese matters'particularly,
Jor particiPation (inareaded4Owars

of -d'acisia'afatheiechael 'and- of co:deciaion- foi7,tha'repridantatiVail
,outtie>farlousgrpups:in, the general schobl derfdertation-bodies). qhe
vernidele*fnitiativ-e\and'dreetivity _is inconceiVablee,c.'unlesS-Tichoo*-,71-
haveisorriedorii: for manCeuVre between -two-kindi
thaSe77_EiEntaigerceral aims ' and those relating, to inatiiadS_<61':i%,
plimentatibntwhich:arelthe ones.:felt as_restrictive or,oppressiVe_andA5--
Whic5h'sWbki iiiV'rriadamdre flexible: = =

-

Niupils;-whetherjuvenile_or adult, should bre-able-te.tike;r
sponsibiiiWaS'AheTsubjecti, not only- of their own:::e'duCaticiribut.1:01,-,i,.-
theledu-Cational :system as- a whole ..-._ Not only-does the,degree:=, 6f: -;*"-
panicIpatiorijn -'education increaiq with the iage of -thefiabbject,=--_but..----',---_:_-_
it alseo'hattiTelly-viries-according to the fields covered.... 2

- . -
,

riklf:.greater -independence is',granted, it will involve,_hmong-other_
things:- _

- redefining administrative responsibilities in acCordarice--.-witht-K=1-,_ _

the nelkdegree of independence;'
forming,selfregulating team; for education_and

laying-s-doWri=rthe-minirrium standards niscessary to_prevent.education-
fromslii5O-ing into-a.confusion of personal ventures'not subject- te'irriY,
interriii:orexternal coritra.

Parficipation-is helped or hindered-On practice by certain materiat4
conditionele:g.'whether suitable premises are avallablel-or
all new'ibuilding or-modernisation of-secondary 4schools, thei.atternp197:-'

whichshould Joe: made' to-_previde accommodation -and __facilities
to advantage:be Usednot- only by students and,teachers but by'neril-;
teachinVitaffparents" and other sectionorthe public,Wa:referitoT_4.,
recreatiOnatVacilities rgymnasiurns, swimming pools, games jhalts,----:4-
club rooms-etc.) and educational_4acilities (workshbps, draMa, Stu.>

_

dios etb;)," 3

1. Including minimum educational standaNS.

's\

2. Aiiiieridre irilre, Edgar Faure, unesco,Fayard, 1972 \
ElwaseIa'SyMpoilum, 11314 November 1973

_
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' --"trhefarclittecturel-- design of-the preinises must correspond to-- the--
trend,.:idlediicationar methods, the-new-organisation of pupile* groups-_-,

_

, and tor_the_neeeisafy fealties:"

_. Recommendation No. 2
-7-

' Trejnir.4:must: be -organised _that is spec itid tO the- needs ot àII
the parties:Ii`-

rnatiy_ipountries participation still_ engenders _anxiety, 7 _with
varimis :effects-ion -- behaviour.- Tradition has not necessarily prepared-

. people_i_tovorkl, in tearns.i All too often people's_ social personages;
eclipde-theKrear pereons; The' aim of training in teamwork' is to lessen,:
the psycholdigleal° importance of_Fieopie's_status. so that rolekbecomei
less rigicndalthough,losing nonef?of their specific attributes,-----tend
to beTpriVaririPan'AUnCtion with other roles rather than in-is-elation:

-;- v

Here,- as---In`all fields, -training should not be confined to the in:- --, -----'
itial stage-iXFitorritires=to time further training should = be given' iii-f---r--:_-_
conditionifiCuted to the degree of expdrience gained.. --, -- ,

,
. _ ---- ---

Havina:;'--made this-general remark, let us note 'the most signifi7 .-..---- _ _

cant statementkmade-aboUt the various groups involved.

1_ The'lea--chers are-geherally regarded as playing the mdst impor-__,==-_,
tent role.--,Athout, them_ there can be no participation; they ire. thi- . -=-

keystonesofthe.,:system. It is correspondingly necessary to train them.,
The various-proposals can be summed-up as follows: --: '=-= --7,

..- - _

a. -,:-Self-training, in ,.everyde-y._ school life by means ofi_concerted.::-._,.,,_...,I
work between-,teitchers of_a single subject and/or of different subjects,:;-1,t.:=2-----
leading :t4i7itio--ereati-art,-of edadatidnal teams,4 where poisible =inter-
disciplinas:-__The-4main'aim shOuld .be participation _threugh deVelbp=
merit of-the ability-to-enter. into relatidnships, communicate, work in -_!----

groups (as organiser or otherwise) and administer (techniques).--T. _

The psychological, administrative and material...difficulties whiCh
are always-encouhtered by such teams of teachers should be seen in
relation tdlhe'tneviiii:16 recommendation. 3

,

1. L. fonctlori, enselinante_ dans le second deg& La documentatlo-M.francalsi,
Paris. 1972., 7,-7-1 .:i1,--_- --_--- ---- -- ,

/ Lecturti:lbi--A-2da-Pirettl on "PanIcipation in teaching. Sociological. psycholOgical
and educationtkapproaches", to the_Bruosels- Symposium, 18-24 November 1973, '

- , 3. In-, oider'ito--deal with- certain pSychological -difficulties, some countries- have-----,
introduced "liaison teadlereq.- one of whose duties Is to promote good relations" between-;'
the varloui groups,Involved in the-school's life,

- - - =

- -- .1,- .:7 77- - 'F. :--- - .1"':-- I.
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. :-.T.W..---:r..;===t-:-- --:- - -_. - , -.-t- , --- --
-_,

t:Y;11-Tnaifilfib"Ah'rrciiiih -Hier:everyday classroom experience," Using-new ,

meth6iii iriellAdlial-iwork,,Aeam-te,aching,-.fleXibre division of Claisea-- --
-_4ccbrding tolilevelsrresearch-etc.).=Clearly, teitchers, and, pupils_alike=0

----woUld2benefit,°-each---teaching -the other by a process of contiriuitad-,--1-
__._ __ -.,-,,-1

justmerit.TZhe,---institution o t aching byilevelsjs .of-capital-,impor7..---
tance.,--/17--- --- - -1 --

.-_ - , .__,.. _

' :. ' cm-rainin-gby,means of specific situations, espepially ih_relldenz
tial courseeintroducing grouty,dynarnics: "Training-An -newTineihoifs:-.1

stddiaaWessrhent,="procedures,- school' populations;-schoolia-naw9-J
- cohiligciachi6neiSIStimulation of ihterest

ortiles*P6iqns-Virid-,,the'syslematic Cultivation- of.-CorriMiirileatliinff- .

,

,r- : -f:adrititeephersi-have°_ received traihing of the critical -_-,facUltY_;:andk
traininVri,,exPressio-n. Such--trarning_is certainly exeellent, but-ifOrily7i----

., :- ; _-
goes,,part,:of,,thempy,locif_the critical mind is left to flourish 8. lonely

,
tindastinlifle'alE other turna of '-mh-id.--tS kir_ expreesierir if too-iasily.7,_
b ---'-.7all importatit -at-the expense of_ helpful IlStenbing.7thia::ottlh'i-,:_-_-,,
meackctarniffsie'chilis mOre inclined to_scruhnise the finish than tp. examine ---,-.

- the Vessel:,itself. -___, ..

-' rticTriel_ head -teacher in- paular should- be able to benetit"irarn:fz-4-
this tYpeibutritining,-since it is his task to encourage TilationShiPsrthat
produci aClimate of participatiori.- -
2: The pupas should start to be trained as soon as they go to schooL
mainly,by_;teaching methods. -In this regpect we would refer to
graph-baboVe'concorning teachers.

=Furthermore,- the various committees ,ancl_boards
,

routine7schoolfproblerhs have a practical training 'Value.' Despite
indeedbeCalisa of the_ pupils' obvious lack of knowledgeabil)tyik-.
and'itgelierSIAiresp of ,problems in concertation-situatiOns-,
por/ant1o,draw_them into the discussions at often ihaLin-aslar6:-."---
numberazai--poSsible. They are, moreover, the` only peoplii-Who.kiro-fir-:i--
what itimeanato be a pupil today. It is therefore vital=that'theY ShOuldr-
be= able toi.express-their experience through_ dembcraticiatructurek

Braniels-Syrnposlurn. 19.3,1 Novempar 1973
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8nd rnelhods7tiboilt--WhIch;a- lairge nu-mber of them ,Still
_

_

----
-Sltuationsl:i&;Which;adolescentS and adults_-Meet to parform

coninion';fasktmay:in-.theory_help:to overcome the _feellogramong)hp-,:,-,----_:::, iT
yOunk-ofilrikliiiejo:communicate,with the older generationa
being .surrouPe-cli'13-1<a7:hbitilo society-. Such- Situations miy: also

-cauSe EidilitiWraiitt less definsively to young_people: = -'
3. kivould7be' uieful if -parents assotiations were to hold_ training
sessione:irktiarhwark_for'their members. In addition to, this, schools-,:2--
should,beiabliiAo_ser alida four, five or six lialf7days a year out: of
their -"tIma:466dgets".- for: contact with parents! groups. The _Subjecta -----
to tie-;-discussed.=,-alibuld of bourse beldecided:with those, concerned,---=
but obvklibilcill_helinformation,aspeet should ba
Modt-pariTnTs-Vi-eililrobst OarnpletelY ignorant ab-out Itis

'0 (and ',Abo6dhilWiels cieVeloping), i.e. 'about tho'general aims_2.Ot edu
-cation,i-thaV_sOecific aims- otthe subjects taught and2 the techniOues
and rnearii'_Used id.achieve those aims, to soy nothing of the assese--
ment criteria:

-7Recommendation No. 3

Suitible.:steps, should-. be _taken to supply _and circulate infor-
mation in circiér to reach all the persons concerned._

Two kinds of information-May be mentioned. _

The:first-is basic genera/information about current educational
roblems-fandlhe_oituation of a particular school in the educational

s tern -of 16-e'dountry:concerned. These data Will fbrin_the_background:___
_ _ _

to specifii7,-Iiroblems;..lt_is important_ that all members should ,haVe7:-.
an *quate;knoWledge- of the school 'regulations and the:areas!of
freedo)vf: _ __ _

-a. the-general school concertation body in jelation to the'central-
authoritiee zand --,b,;eath -group within that body. ,Without- this basic:
information the protagonists are condemned to work in vague-
unsatisfacto conditions and without seeing their efforts: bear fruit.`"1

, _ _

Jhis_firsttypeof=information concerns parents and pupils
ticularly.

The-;SeCond\type donsists of specific data: about matters to be
dealf with_it'ithe niNct ,meeting.- it is desirable and sometimeo-_indis7'elf,-,--_`-
pensable-, that this-information should be supplied to the-protagonisti

A
1. TonagO Morale, Tim Educational Supplement. 16 September 1960. p. 550.



fcrthèet, . WhiCh will Otherwise be no More than_anlinfo
mati9n,meetIng.'A system for meetings° should be worked our in each
schooI

. Communications should be made physically easy, or effectiVe
colopiirition ;will become' difficult. Arrangements must be nieda_-:fOrr
easy and regular personal contact. This applies particularly to large.e.-.
schools where communications (psycholegical as well as physical
rnkèp1atonmbré difficult'a

Recomm-endatIon No. 4
_

:Delegkes must be truly reCresentative and so-iri frequent co
act with the p,:cple they.lepresent.

-1:leprernritLhon and 'representatiVeness --raise problems= eve
whenilAre delegates really repreSentative This is often doubte
And ive-n°,;? !.::ey,-are at the-time of their election ,. do they remain,sa?_
On-what':eindgione can they remain so?

a; The i 1 difficulties occur even before the group representa=
. ves are. 10;:;ed: sometimes. the social status of the candidates:;ia
'different-from ,;iat' bi the great majority of the people they are to
repreeent: This tj is 'herefore-not "represented".

b. A--second--st, ei of difficulties relates to contact between
electOrs and elected.

. ._ ..
A,_few general remarks may be made about each kind of diffi---;._

_

culty. _ ,--
. = _

_a.It :would bd_clesirable for the candidates as a whole to reflect_
entire school popOlation sotially, economically and ctilturally; or±

at least in the various scholastic categories of pupils. .-_ , -

\This _recommendation,- which _relates mainly to the pupils' an
parents.; groups . is of course pUt forward here simply as the epre
sion -Of 'what is desirable. It is not in- any way intended to Stipulate'
"categories" of cendidatee within each group or .their numericalr.,
weighting --- It merely clieWS --attention to the possibility of disparate _

. .
interests, values- and preeccupations as between_the redreseritatigee7
and the people they_repfesent.----------

_ _

#.21t,_istrnportant that eleators and elected should.keep-,in
stant touch,' otherWise the litter Will beaome isolited from the_forrifer;--,

the'-detrinient of:participatlon.

I eo



If-,..ther,e4logicontact betWeen the electorateland its rep-resinte--
ives, aniPiLtha;,latter are not given regular instructions by the former,-

thereisrrk-representation. The electorate will soon become- disaatis-
fied and apathetid.

It lat,th'erefbre ,recomrnended that infOrmal or self-organieed-
groups (the'Subst!'ucture) should guide and sUpport the elected group 1-
or _groups(the.l'superstrqcture). le this connection it _is stated that
contact'WithirCiiie,-pUpils group is even, more necessary
-other gro46._ For quite apart from the- edUcational value of the,dis-____
cussioni,'edoleadents:t1suaLly. change .fheirvminds more often than
adults,- fai- better or -worse,- because- they are growing ,up raPidly:
Naturally';.-_];therefore,:the-.pupils' representatives in particular need:to:-----
remain?eittentiVe. tO1:their electbrs and-informed of theif 7äriatiOns.,Tor,-"-7
be, practicable, thiS recomrnendation requirps some 'adjustment 'of f-
time-tables:,and premises (See Recommendation 1). Participation. can-
not place, or even less- produce positive results, in a syetem that-
is kept wholly unchangedin its structural, administratiVe and physical
features. .

_
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CHAPTER VIII

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 1-
. ,

- I. Principles

We-:would :draw attention to_ two basic principles that are widel
_

thèned and -desire to centre the school on its pupils and itim
ulato s ri.,iclUatioriiV'corn'munity, with a view to'traininb'i
deinbiradSc, -" -

opportunity through c mpensation for- handiCiPs,
Ospeciatly;abbial.and cultural ones.

' 7

=ThedIfferences jn the -VieWs expressed relate leas fo he-prin--
cipled thefablifee-than tizi the means of implementing thorn.

- \
II. Findings , _

oitof -the cbuntrie`s are in thezprocess of conducting-researc
irita-fP_Ef bbth'teach I rig: methods:-and,a_idiffe7.16
conceriatro&eilferieOfluccess or .failtire are liard'ito-defirie,74bi,-ah-

jailurofortoss_:,_in=fthe!lask-rnak,- be abber9b`eqied-b)-,..,sEi6O,OsS7or7-,gjiii'4-
--- In' trie, matfer-be; ihe'''relationShiri, and- 'training _for

untrieiffieirOo.'.the-idangerot lowering:the standard7of' knowledge
and,thUligirnultaileii-UsIVI.reviving: a -TWemiddlé
Way -betweerutoo much, and =too little:participation_ is felt IQ brk: a- nar7
row one,,ibut*noria...'other appears to exIst.:ParticiOation -is: teliTt'e, be-
full- of prornise*,- put-still little known.-

- 2 Ptipation sornetimes reVeals conflicts whik9h asistern

sought:toideny,4stifle..and=dippose bf conflict-whi-is _yet:a.nlintegrall
without ilirCipitio-d-rivould` have concealed. 'We -,havb.:rinyariably-

t part_af:liferrrOrarriiiting,-sociai ind
ch

-emotional maturity,= partiOipation
1 -

= hosed E. largeIV- on-Ahe- reports - drawd up st -tho-_ end _

Symposiurn;to which we have frequently referred In the course of this study.-.



may. perhaps enable conflict to be dealt with in a rational an'd
straightforward way as a natural aspect of human problems which is-
inevitable and to be expected. Fundamentally the handling of conflict
is no less important than the handling of information. -Participation
tends to raise the struggle to the level -of debate: it is thus a pre-
eminently civilising work.

3. All parties benefit from participation. In the first place, they
gain tile experience of being no longer isolated individuals, but of
working in a team with a share of 'responsibility in the.organisation
as a whole; secondly, each learns more about the role of the other
parties and can appreciate it more fully; thirdly, the parties can also
assc. 7, more realistically the relative 'strengths and weaknesses of
the school coMmunity;_and lastly, thair personal interest or interest
in their work increases, because the educational problems and the

. problems of school life have been discuSsed openly. Participation
promotes p community spirit.

4. Regulations and techniques for participation are not enough:
Also necessary are co-operative and above all understanding attitudes
(rather than mere tolerance) towards differences in other people and
thus towards all the variations of age, sex, status, education, ideol-
ogy, opinion etc. Participation demands and develops co-operative
attitudps.

5. Lastly, there is the sociological consideration of the danger
of creating, or allowing to come into-being, a group which is debarred
from making any decisions. "Young people, faced as they are with
a prolonged adolescence and deprived of the right to take part in
decision-making at a national level, will become more and more im-
patient ... ending up as a threat to the whole of society." 1 Partici-
pation makes for peace.

1.\Aivin Tottler. Future Shock. 1971. quoted by A. de Peretti. Brussele.Symposiurn.1973.
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APPENDIX I

QUESTIONNAIRE AND REPLIES BY MEMBER STATES

A. Questionnaire
.

1 Please give the aims of participation in your country.
2. IR which fields does participation exist and, more especially,

what kind of participation is there:
a. in.the running of the schools?
b. in everyday life within the classr o
c. in the choice of cUrricula?

-a- In these participation situations,
a how -is the power of decision-making shared, and is there any

kind of restriction on it?
b: who is involved in the various participation situations? Is there a

system of delegation of authority for certain circumstances? If so, how
-does It work? .

4. What kind of obstacles have you encountered? (People, rules,
ociological context psychological attitudes, etc...)

5. In your opinion, at which school level (pre-school, primary,
lower secendary, Upper secondary) does participation become really
beneficial:

a. in strucitired forms ?
b. in teactiing methods?
6. Have you any pilot schemes for participation? If so, please say-

how they work_and describe the conditions which are indispensable to
their_running.

B7R-e-plies by member states to the questionnaire

We give below the replies to the questionnaire, in uneq
abbreviated form.



They are abbreviated because we were limited in the lehgth of 'our
text. We were therefore obliged to force them into a Procrbstean bed
and where necessary change the order of the paragraphs to correspond
o the order of the questions. We hope 'the authors of the original

texts will understand our reasons and excuse us.

The answers have been unequally abbreviated because some
replies ran to several dozen pages and others to only two or three.
We therefore trled to take into account the length of each Country's
text and its correspondence in form to the questionnaire.,

The wording is that of the originals. We did not modify it for the
. sake of a 'more harmonious continuous text, feeling that we had no
right to present a new, inevitably personal version, the original versions
being official ones approved by the various countries. We hope the
authors will forgive us for interrupting the flow and logic of their .

documents for these two practical reasons.

1 WI° countries sent documentation which lads no direct connection
questionnaire. We have incorporated the marn usable poitits in our report.

with the



AUSTRIA

In its section 2,- the School Education Act (Schulunterrichtsgs-
Satz), in force since 1September 1974, fundamentally states:

-r "For the purpose of fulfilling thq task of the Austrian school
according to section 2 ofthe School Organization Act (Schillorganisa-
tionsgesetz) the present -federal act shall regulate the internal organ-
isation of the school as constituting the basis forthe co-operation of
teachers, pupils and parents in a school community."

Thus; the purpose of participation in education and education for
participation is the fulfilment of the task of the Austrian school.

2. The principal- instrument. of -co-operation and participation
teachers; pupils and parents is the school community committee
(Sehulgemeinschaftsausschu8).

(7) The tasks of the school community committee shall include:
a, discussions concerning particularly:

as. important questions of instruction,
bb. Important questions of education,
cc questions in _connection with the planning of school events

(in particular of hiking days, country hostel weeks, and school skiing
cours'es),

dd. the carrying out of parents' consultation days,
ee the organisation of collections,

the carrying out of events- in connection with school career
counselling,

gg. conitructional measures within the premises of the school,
hh. questions of school hygiene and health in school,

projects serying an active participation in school life- (section
58, paragraph 3);
b. definition of the scope of the pupils' participation and to-determi--

!. nation rights (section 58, paragraph 2) and definition of the scope of
functions of the pupils' representatives (sectidn 59, paragraph 5);
c. the deprivation of eligibility of a pupil -to the office of pupils rep -
resentative (section 59, paragraph 6).'

(11) Each member of the groups represented in the school
commtinity committee (teachers, pupils, parents) shall have one
deciding vote; the headmaster in all cases of parigraph 7, the parents
in all cases of paragraph 7, letter a, subletter ii, letter b and letter c,



shall have an advisory capacity only. Abstention from'voting shall not
be permitted. Proxy voting shall,not be allowed and shall be considered
ineffective. =

(14) The headmaster shall have the duty -of suspending a decision
by the,school cominunity committee on matters covered by paragraph 7,
letter a, subletter ii, letter b and letter c, if he considers it contrary to
law, and of obtaining the instructions of the school authority of the
first instance.

In the above-mentioned act the rights of the pupils are summarised
in particular in section 58 and section 59:

Section 58
(1) The pupils of a school shall have the right of participation in

that they shall have the right of safeguarding their interests and of
taking part la the organisation of school life. In this activity the pupils
shall have to be guided by the task of the Austrian school (sectidn 2 of

,the School Organisation Act).

(2) Within the scope of safeguarding their interests vis-a-vis the
teachers, the headmaster, and the school authorities, the pupils shall
have the following rights:

a. rights of co-operation:
the right to a hearing,
the right to information,
the right to submit suggestions and express opinions,

_ the right to participate in individual items of teacher confer-.
ences, with the exception of discussions concerning performance
rating accordivg to section 20, paragraphs 6 and I, .and the madefe-
covered by section 22, paragraph 2, letter f,

the right of co-determination in the organisation of instruction
within the framework of -the curriculum,

the right of participating in the selection of the media of
instruction;

b. rights of participating in dPcisions:
the right to participate in decisions concerning-the setting up-

of the hdusejules,
the right of participating in decisions concerning the appli7:

cation of educational means according to section 47, paragraph 2,
the right to participate in- decisions concerning applications fo

the expulsion of pupils.

7cp o



The definition of the scope of the pupils' rights of co-operation
and rights of participating In decisions ahall be the task of the school

- community committee (section 64)."

The activities of the parents' council's are regulated by section 53
of the School Education Act:

"Section 63
(1) The headmasters shall have to promote the setting up and the

activities of parents councils which, on the bask: of their statutea;
shall 'be open to all parents or guardians of pupils of the respective
school.

(2 The organs of the parenta' council may submit suggestions,
requests and complaints to the headmaster and the head teacher of
the class; the headmaster shall have to examine the issues- raised by
the parents' council and to discuss them with the organs of the
parents' council.

(3) The piarents' council shall be given an opporltinity of express-
ing their opinion on an application by the school conference (depart-
ment conference) to make use of ..."

Natyrally, participation means a limitation of the sold jUrisdiction
of the headmaster vis-a-viajhe teachers and the pupils, of the teachers
vis-a-vis the pupils, without the headmaster_ or the teachers being
freed of their basic responsibility.

... certain impeding elements are to be felt:
some headmasters are Afraid of not being sufficiently equal to

certain developiments;
some teachere have the (unjustified) feeling that the legal

.poaltion of the pupils is more firmly established than their own;
some pupils have come to the sobering recognition that

participation is not the same as sole determination.

5. bccording to the provisions of the School Education Ad, pupils'
representatives and .ichool -community committees exist at -the poly-
technic courses, at -the vocational schools, and at the interrriediate and
secondary schoola, i.e. beginning with the ninth grade ... even before
the ninth grade.

.. it was foUnd that a necessary pre-requisite for succesi is a'
basic readiness, partidularly on the part of the teachers and the
pupils, to accept each other as partners.



CYPRUS
I-

Aims of participation. The aims of participation in education n
Cyprus are: to secure the widest possible foundation in education, p
utilise all the existing resources in education and especially to achieve
democratisation. in education and the training of responsible citizent

2. Fields'. In whidh the participation is- practised. The iparticii
patipn in education in Cyprus Is informal and is not provided by the

Nevertheless. it Is essential and its effect in

education Is widely felt in all levels of policy Making, the administration
of the schools and the life of the classroom.

a. In the administration of schools the federation of parents and \

the, couneils- of parents of the individual schools which are freely
elected and therefore "representative bodies are influential as-
consultative bodies and pressure groups.

b: In the class life "the communities of pupils" are sometimes .

well organiSed bodies which have established a dialogue with the
headmaster and their teachers In matters of homework, class
regulations, discipline 'and others.

c. In the prescription of curricula the influence of parents and
pupils -is very weak. The parents facilitate the' utilisation -of the
comniiinity knowledge resources and In some instances .in primary
s9hools -they offer voluntary work in teaching and helping pupils in
their individual study. In the prescription of curricula the teachers
associations are more Influential-.

3. Officially the decision lies always, with the educational! authorities.
But normally they do -not decide without consulting the representative
bodies, especially the teachers' associations and the federation' of
parents. They consult them on matteirs ranging from the heurs of
schooling and the -cldration of the school year to school regulations,
the evalution of teacliers and their promotion opportilnitips.

4. Since there is no legislative provision for official participation we
cannot speak of reaction to it At th'e moment there is pressure for this
Participation to take an official form.

.

5. From the pre-school level.

No.

6 2

72



SPAIN

1. Participation seeks to involve society in general vand fthe_ teaching
profession in particular in the work Of education, with the sole purpose
of Making this work more-realistic and ensuring the co-operation of
ihe parties most directly concerned. As a teaching -method it seeks to
Prepare pupils for the conscientiOus performance of their dirties and
exercise,of their rights as citizens. Under the preient Education Act

.the ministry it required to "stimulate guide and co-ordinate social
co-operation ..." (Article 135 e) and students have ,the right and dirty
to "co-operate actively in the work of education in accordance with
the form suitable to, and limits imposed by, the age-group at each
eacational level"=.(Article 125 (3)).

With regard to methods, the Education Act and § upplementary
provisions mention the following among others:

At Central level
(Several large) associations and numerous unofficial assemblies of

teaChers fulfil functions ae the ministry and help tO draw up curricula',
syliabaei and statutory standards fel- the various educational levels.
ThtlErrninIstry, however, has the final say.

At regional and provincial level
Representatives of various bodies and pfovincial institutions take.

part and inform the ministry of the province's educational wishes.
At school level

teachers' coun,6il,
tchool consultative assembly,
associations of parents and friends of the school,
sfudents' circle (in secondary schools).

Thanks,to these various bodies there is extensive participation in
-the drawing up of curricula and syllabuses but little participation in

_ , . . .Rveryday classroom de.cisions add in the running of schools, though
here an exception must be made fOr private schools and schoolg

- directed bY parents' co-operati.ves, which make tip over 30 Vo of
primary schoold and over 60 Vo of secondary schools.

3 and 4. Teachers, parents end pupils are most directly involved in
such participation.

-Teachers
The Education -Act (56. grants schools a lerge m isure of

freedom to adapt syllabuses to line! 'conditions- and with regard to



optional subjects and activities, assessment methods and systems .of
administration and management etc.

In view of tradition and the difficulty of adapting to this new Way
of thinking, howeVer, teachers tend to ignore problems unrelated to
their own classes, and so far the schools have made little use of the
freedom granted them.

Parents
Parents' associatiOns already have a great tradition behind them

and have made remarkable strides. They form part of the school's
coneultative assembly. Generally, however, their Winicipietion is very
limited.

.The difficulties- of Mere effective participation are that such
associations lack information about the hew subjects and technicjues
which are. gradually .being 'adopted in schools: they feel they have no
-say when it comei to taking, decisions; they are not accustomed to
participation; and many headmasters and teachers regard their
attempts to intervene in technical educational problems as an intrusion.

Pupils
Part IV of the ac (statue of students) recognises that- pupils have

the right and duty to "co-operate actively in the work of education in
accordance with the form suitable to,.and the limits imposed by, the
agellroup-at each educational level", to "take part in guiding and
organising schools", to "make reasonable complaints ... in the event

.of neglect or incorrect performance of educational.duties",-to "express
in writing at the end of their,secondary education or at the end of each
stage of vocational training .... their personal judgement of ihe

. educational activities of the school concerned and of the teaching
staff...." and ,to ."havp representatives from students' circles and
students' associations on the schools' governing bodies ...".

The means eXist, but in fact pupils partiefPate very little or
virtually snot at all. This is 6ecause they and teachers are ilkOrepared
for it and because of the particularly authoritarian . methods which

. prevail in many schools.

At the- lower levels', participation appearr to have been introduced
in the context of civic and social education, mainly by means of
specific methods (teamwork, group dynamics, individualisation por-_-

sonal work, self-assessment etc.) and of co-operation in out-of-school
an'd outdoor actiyities.-



. FINLAND

Alms of participation
. -

The aims of participation have been defined in detail in connection
with the reform implying the establishment of secondary school
councils. The Internal -activities of vocational and comprehensive
schools have eiiher been already reorganised or the reform is planned
to be implemented in accordance with the aims .set for the secondary
school cobricil reform.

A committee, Which prepared the school council reform under the
chairmanship of the Director General of the National Board of SchoolS,
stated in its report (1974) that it is necessary to increase the
participation opportunities of the persons who work in the school in
order better to attain the aims set tor the school. Three main require-
ments Were therefore sat on the organisation of the school's. internal
activities:

1. Each member of the school commun ty should recognise The
aims set for school education:

2. The main emphasis in the planning shotild be set at the school

3. Each person working in a. school should have the' opportunity
of participating in the planning of the .school work on an equal basis
and in accordance with his personal qualifications.

In the statement of the reasons for the act, schOol democracy was
defined -as a new kind of organisation for the sollpol's internal work
which aims at promoting the educational tasks of the school. The
-major starting point is.to reform school end fts working,methodS so
that they meet the requirements set by the development of society, and
to train and edueate the members of a school cordn. Unity so that they
are able`to participate in the activities of society.

The effects of the reform were expected to be of twe types:- on
one hand, the aim was to increase the efficacy of school work and to
improve its results, and on the other hand, efforts were made to' utilise
the creative potentiality of the sohool in the gederal- developrrietit of
the school.

... the school council's important task is even in the comprehen-
sive school to increase the efficacy of the planning of the school
activities..

According to-th-e---workingAroup, priority should be accorded to
pedagogic,objectives, and as regards decision-making, .the objective
is to increase thp influence of those whom the decisions will affect



2. Fields where participation exists
The school council is assigned to develop and integrate edu-

_cational planning in the schoel_to maintain and to promote co-
operation in the school, between the .homes and the school and be-
tween the school and society, tO organise class, subject and similar

-meetings; to assist school autherities in the supervision and develop-
ment of _the- school; to enact the rules and regulations of the school;
to develop social activities at the school; to define the disciplinary
punishrrients except suspending or expelling; to submit reports and
proposals on Matters relating to the school end the school activities
on request; and to carry out the other tasks assigned to it by the
supplementary decree.

The most important planhing unit subordinate to the school
council Is the class. The planning unit for internal planning at the class
is -the class meeting. Each pupil and class teacher at the class
concerned is a member otthe class meeting. The most important task
of the class meeting is to plan its own-activities, i.e...

At class meetings the teacher and the pupils are equal as to their
rights and duties. The class meeting can either be a part Of a regular
school hour or it can be held during the class Supervisors hours .
which fits the purpose particularly well, or entirely outside the school
hours.

Of other similar meetings may be mentioned the school meeting,
,where the members of the -school community, viz all pupils, teachers
and the other staff of the school convene to discuSs for instance
questions of principle, plans or, important decisions relatea-to the
school, and to submit recommandations or opinions on -these to the
scha-01 council.

a Decision-making in the different fields ot participation
a. The school principal is responsible for,the running and every-

day administrative duties of thel school. Co-operation exists in the
frameWork of the tasks which are assigned to the school- coencil: The
principal's task is to inform the school council on all matters related
to the activities of the school., \

The council also has an opportunity bf controlling the principal's
activities and, it deemed necessary the council may -interfere. At the

J. _ private secondary .schools, part of the running of the school belongs
to_the school board, which is a body appointed by the school proprietor.
The school princibal is always a member of the school board.



4: Obstacles to the reform

The obstacles can bergrouped as a. problems caused by attitudes,
and b. problems caused by the school's traditional activities and the
existing rules:

Attitudes are not generally directed against the entire reform but
there has been disagreement on its COntents and varidus partial'
solutions. The critics of the reform ai-e generally teachers and their
organisations. and the pglitical right.

t...

5. Participation at different school levels
-Pupils: participation" in one form or another in the planning

of their own activity and. in decision-making concerning them is
important at all educational levels. Structured forms of participation
and activating teachihg methods cannot be separated entirely from

. each other:because it is the use of teaching discussions, group-work
and the like methods that activate pupils to independent work that is
an important prerequisite Jor- pupils activity in the various planning
and necislon,making bodies. Teaching methods should therefore
provide pupils with readiness to be active also outside the taaching
situations.

Pupils' opportunities to influence, should increase together with
their growing maturity to master things as their age increases.



C . Alms of-participation
--Seeing that it has a major responsibility in education, the school

must concern itself with preparing yourig people fgr life in-society by
bringing them to take an increasing parr in community life, firstly that
of the solrol and then the life of Ihe local and national community,
showing them that in all fields of edaucational life sUggestions, ideas
and constructive solutions may be freelycAnd oànfidently advanced
with due regard for vthers and 'respect fiat- the rulei of the game.

Mr Edgar Faure, in addition to the nt?tierotis iroulars he haS
seued which we shall be studying below,-has freque tly spoken out

fOr participation. We need_ only quote- the few words th whioll he
prefaced a leaflet foc class delegates in' February 196 "a school
class is a community. It is through its delegates tha it becorn-esn
aware of this fact and lakes respobsibility for its futu e Thanks to

-them, and with them, all the class gains experien in mocracy, and
'this transformation iri the lives of your schools is a eparation for the-
transformation that is -absential in-the life of a rapidly changing hurnan
coMmonity."

The educational cbrnmunity "must forge close tinkb betWeen
teachers, pupils, parents and administrators. create habits cif
discussiOn and discipline in Action. It wilt. encourage pupils, particu-

larly in the lycees; to take increasing responsibility of their own ac-
cord."

Participation is &is regarded as a paramotint aim-of our. edu-
dational system:

FRANCE

II- Fields and-structures of padlcIpatlon,

2.1.1. Participation bodies in the school

2.1.1.1. The administrative board and standing committee

1

The membership of the administratiye boards of secondary
school's, as laid 'down in the decree 43-1'11/Noiiember 1968 amended in

I 1969, makes them in fact institutional 'concertation bodies, -Since all
1

i,
parties concerned in the school's affairs are represented on them.
They comprise:

ex officio repreeentatives of the school administratiOn (one
sixth), . /
' elected representatives'-of the teaching,,adMinistrative, super-'

visory and domestic staff (two sixths);



esentatives Of parents,
presentatives:.,or.locit aUthorities and outstanding persons

ceintii*sehbol's affairs

The administrativez board draws up the school's internal regu-, ,

Lions subrnItia'draft budget to the regional director of education,
Mas lerPoWer.of debision in the matter. In this field the.board's
mtiitiv*: -)wers',arejimited; forits_resources (school fees and fixed grants) are
itermined4-1Wadvancs-and--7-most-expenses-are-unavoidable:--heating,
ra-Trffifoii'dand maintenance.

44The board may,,advise on all problems c
ganisation and the school's affairs.

,T

meeti in-ordinary session at leas

herbOards
;

ncernin g. the '. educational

Theddaational-boards

now a term

-__IntradditiorCto the administrative boards, whose powers cover all
p-ots---of the school's affairs, there arq the more specifically

Thes-e--dontitute a form of participation which is particularly
portant'in '-r-neking education more' effective by \settling material
oblems, _supplying as many educational -aids- aS possible and
6-Onailing the views of different teachers of a single sUbject.

Educatidnalresearchand promotion groups
yhese, group comprise representatives of the, adminiStration,

ichers,- t parents Ind pupils andr_have the function of'.organising.
tkational.)thinking,I:oV promoting, co-ordinating and synthesising
ucationilwork, and of making propOsali to the standingpommittees.
riTt-rt,*-J

1,!-Corresponding teachers"

e'"Corres-Ponding teacher" is the latest institution for con-
oij `lieljs,'Chaien from a Sahool (a .college d'enSeignement tech-

lydree)_ichich receivesi-pupils from -the college d'enseigne-
Infrserondalre, and his_ task ts _to establish the necesSary links
twetipittiichaois the' childierr have been attending:and those they

"corresponding- teachers" -.have -special ciontacts
htfifthlyearJSecondary teachers and 'must:tgive.'Pupils inthet. year
rtiffair4parents:all nebessary.iitiformation.about the organisation:of

ildren'Outbre'studies._



I

1

ISocio-edu-e tiohal assrationsi
..-:il i = . /

e circular,of ecember 1968 recornmended- schaels to set up,
=theres-pOn9ibility of their administrative boards .socid-edu-,

ionallessoalatio s run mainly =bY the pupils.- These_ associations,
hi ,%are'-ofter:f lc Iled 'foyers ("centres"),; are a-, type 'of -club which

organie-et:leatu` es' nd 'all kinds of out-of-sehool activities of 6 cultural,_
1

rl.:SO----ialYje reational-oharecter; '

ivbsional pa ticipation structures

2.1.=-The piindipal teacher
2

__.- The principal, eacher is the co-ordinator of he team b
,._-It is he who stimulates education in the classroom.

, 'Fle is thus_the i\nk between the diV,ision's teachers:between puPils
-anif,teaCherijiti:the 'division between parents aneLfeathers, between. , _ , , i - i

eidivision arid the school as a Whole and its a ministration, and in
i'-!`third;ari'd- fifthl yeara of 'the college d' ense gnemeht'secondaire

between' :the
schools It is

division\ and the correspondin teachers". 'of thejeCeiving, mainly with 'hirn that the class delegates deal.
\

,,.--,:2.1.2.2. = The, clas:s jouncils .

-,Tlire class codncils \are the baSic cells in JvJ1Ich the participation
of everYane 'in-the life of the division is organi ed, under the stimulus

:of:the' principal teacher I ..

- Each dMsion has a class council, an/elementaryl cell whose
°function-is both.e ucatior.ial and social. The division, which has a life

_

: of Its, own, has a etwork Of relations ,with e sOhopl and the outside, , 1-World Throughout the year the.council -tries to.aselat each-pupil's and
--, the division's ada tation to\ curricula and to he schoors.life. ---

--, _ ,

=The class ciimprise, in addit on-to. the division's whole
rns.of Jeachers, epresentatives of .the a ministration and the super-

_ .

-, vieary staff, Iwo'delegates Of the parents we delegates of the pupils,
; t h e vocational counsellors, the welfare offi er and the doctor.

Ono circular ihas stated that the a ministrative board of 'each
' sCtioal 'is' arripoWered to lay down the cond tions of participation by the
delegates' of the pOpils and Parents.

2.12 3. ,Thp pupils i represerlitatives

= -±-SincceL1968 class delegates have, rppla ed the old system of class
'-prefects,- -who too ften became agents for he administration who had
to do all the than less' taske(distributing -in ormatiom: keeping collec-

. _

tons of-texts, coll cting mai* books etc.).
.

,

,



ditto-gift-es are the spokesmen for their division with the
adrfli itrtion 5:end thd teaChers They act as-intermediaries between
--fildrnini 'ration and the pupils who .have elected them.

Particip tion in the educational life and fixing of curricula _ _
_

s_a rule a, is at this level thatthere is least institutionalised
alaipation Neither pupils nor parents nor teachers choose the
rncua wilich are drawn up by the ministry _for the whole country .

ii7=theory nic jeacher has absolute discretion as to his teaching
methods a i is :responsible to his general inspector alone. This
eneril k;-inciple is however being applied with increasing flexibility

__Ibractice, with various formi Of concertation.,
Participation by pupils in class work independent work

For a speclfic part of the curriculum -pupils haVe to work alone,
ough with the advice and assistance of their .teacher. They draw up

.

research programmd and carry it out_ using the facilities ot the.t-ool's documentation centre. This_ arrangement calls for constant
6-_operatiort between the -teacher 7 or teachers, if 'the research is

_

,ilntordisciplinary .and those in -charge of the documentation centre.

2, The "educational 10 0/0"
What has been termed the "educational 10 Vo" was introduced in

Otober 4973 to Counteract the imposed centralism of curricula and
x

isolation of disciplines, to encourage initiative on the part of teachers,
make education more open and to give schools a degree of

indepenence

.=This measure is intended to make the organisation of education
/mora flexible and should also help to develop cornmunity life in .the
I;Schools: by meking possible More direct 'participation by the people

in fixing:and pursuing educational aims appropriate to the
---conditiont-of the:school and its populatiOn. The amount of time thereby

,made available_will_constitute an overall contingent which should be
:7 _used primarily for activities emphasising tearnwrk among. the teachers.

Ill, Pioblems and prospects

31: Obstacles and resistance

_
1 2. Contradiaion between particip tion and the organisation of

the'.school *fern.
_

_One of the difficulties of participation is that it seeks to introduce
in schools ja \Nay of life which in many respects conflicts with the



s 0ot:system fts it Was functioned over thellast- fifty years -and- still
leigelyexists tdday, so that, naturally, it cannot be transformed over-

:-Padicipation \ presupposes independenceIt would thus entail a
'collegiate sharing of responsibilities. But F. enth legislation has for so
manycyears placed so much stress, on the idea of the head teacher s
responsibility that it is impossible net to feel there is- sorne contra-
dirtiOn betWeen the -sharing-of prerogatives and the maintenance of
undivided resPonsibilitY.

3.1.1 3 Formalist aspect of institutionalised participation
In the very way in Which it has been institutionalised, participation

:suffers from the faults it seeks to remedy. It Wasintroduced.by means
_of-circulars or institutions-before any attempt was made to create the
necessary conditions for it to be viable.

n 31 2. In mentalities
in 'one way or another all the parties involved in participatsor in

schools administrators, .teachers, parents Ind pupils are slave to-
patterns of thought and behaviour which make participation difficul

.2.1. Head teachers
-For the structural re sons we have indicated, and also because of

their mentalities, head teachers are not' always willing to /make
participation work. _

-----------
---3T.2:2. -Teaching staff

Teachers are very diffident about participating in general school
Administration. They have a strong tendency to confine themselves to
their teaching work and- to consider that school actiVities do not
concern them. Qften they are still leis inclined to accept participation
by pupils and parents.

_

.23., Parents
It must be said that parents have not really found their feet in

participation. Sometimes they are on the sfae of the staff; more often
they unconditionally support their children. They tend to accept meekly
what the leaders of their associations tell them. They find it 'difficult to

-talk ,to the--teachers, being torn .between recrimination and formal
respeet. They are_ often perplexed by edueational changes which they

i de not understand. Thus parents who have strongly asserted their
J. right to participation often feel ill at ease in If. At administrative board

meetings,'they are either very oasiive,._or confine themselves to minor
.



---......--,5.-_,.--,demandS,= or, like the teachers in their trade union, make themselves_ ,
.pokesmen for their parlies and thus treat. board as a- political

.ozbox: _..,

ap- -
7-

3.1

Their attitude towards participation varies considerably with each
iiidividual

_

pupil and also according to the teachers the school and the
--416Wn.-

They are difficult to talk to and are inclined to line up by classes
,_.-and-_follgrit the behaviour of their "peers", who have much more_

Lithority over them than have their fathers.
. _

Their rejection of adults often aggravates their own sense of being
rejected.--

adults Tavere less divided about the aims to pursue and gave
Children and adolescents a, more stable and coherent imade of

,t:,!,,Ahornseiyes, it wo6ld probably be easier to get pupils to participate.

--4--,,Prospects for'encouragement of participation:
In the years to come head teachers will play a crucial role in

the process that is now beginning of thoroughly democratising our
schools.

Informal participation mint be encouraged, firstly in .the class-
room,

Training in participation (especially .in group work) is necess-
.

ary, -

Powers must be defined beforehand.
Scbools must be granted More independence.-

7 3
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uestion 1
greatei knowledge on the part of the state of the',views,_ _

pirations,- and pbssibilities of teechers, perents; _pupils:. students,
Professional:- scientific and cultural societies, the Clergy and the press

ith'regard to edUcptional problems
Coesideration of valid opinions and arguments advanced by the

iotis grou0s of participants mentiOned above, _so that they can be
en::due weight in the planning pf the structura Of pducetiOno, its

operatibn arid imPlementation of the curricula.
c. inforMing the_ participants in question of final decisions taken

Eii.5,the state to deal with educational problems; making therm favour-
ably for prompt material and moral cOntribution to the
succpss_of the official education policy.

LAPpreciation by' all participqnts of the basic principle that,
,dpite -theinter-dependence of education and social and :economic
velopment, education must alWeys preserve its own character arising
rriIllts Chief aim, which is to form the personality tlirough 'the

armonioUs development .of all _its moral, intellectual and physical

uestion 2. _

There is some participation in all the three fields meritioned
suggestions by representatives of societii, pupils' -associatiohs etc.)._ _ s

_Question 3
a With regard to participation in the administration _and running

of_schools ahd distribution of the power of dedision-making:
-== The fZIlowing participate I; school administration:
a. the head teacher,
b: theleaCiiing staff,-
c. the Inspectors of education, who have special powe s of de-

cision
The following participate in maniging the funds and rewurces

-2 of schools: the school committee, comprising flie head teacher and
_three to five parents appointed according, to a.' pibcedure prescribed
bY law, who have full powers of decision.

--GREEcE

Parents' and guardians' associationniay help with the financial
_i-leeds of the school and their children.

Benefactors give_ finencial assistance to
region of birth 7

chools in their own



_.-
b:ArtiltliTragerdle'partichiation in everyday classroom life:3

-associations-organised by each class for-one year and-
Rperating-aaerfitheAsupervision of_teachers have powers of decision
in certairV-activitiea= (discipline library, fetes exCiirsiens, scheol

agazines canteens, museum,, community work etc.). ,
regard to participation in planning curricula-

° mittees and wet-king parties of leading national figures in
&iutlonscIerico and culture, appointed by the Ministry of Education,

iPecial educational problems:and present reports
without poWerof decision.

on
pAiffiedities_in the adoption and efficient application of a full

particiPOtion systeM in our country are as follows:
'70ccasional resistinee on the part of the political power, Which

is reflected in legislation
eiaggerated and self-interested claims, prejudices and

satims ,-,ipecious arguments of adults'', Oupiis' and- studehts .
orgarileationaland trade unions:- and their repercussions.

:The lack of a permanent _co-ordinating body, representing
everyone who is interested in education and influences public opinion,
to_pbt forward valid arguments and co-operate.

Quesiion
af-f-LS,' a :7 Participation by pupils in the intermediate and final classes
Of,priTarx schools and by secondary school Pupils, always under the
diTirclitinf of teidiers;- is regarded as beneficial to the organisation df
school-,Irre::-(fetes, excursions, running_ of libraries, publication of
magazines etc ). =

Thd-introduction within a framework of responsibilities fixed in
adva,ace,:-:`, of a system of participation by-teachers, representatives of
thc-,:'eti-jintry's, social and- cultural life:: piwiis and studentsl'inT-higher

.

education: is regarded -as beneficial in determining - educatiorril

In theracquisition of new knowledge independent activitli (free
Nork,-7-free discussion verification and investigation experiments
bondiicted individually_and by groups, lectureaon books just read, etc.)

4Setui-to: ensure maximum participation by pupils of primary and
schdels.

s -
tiV"---AM deciding teaching methods it is desirable to have the partici-
aatiOn- i. teachers' associations, ii. psychologists, _educationists,
psychiatrisfiand biologists, and in, students in higher education



Parent-participation

..L. _

IRELAND

iiThe management boards for national schools. (accepted) and
ofiOoPt-primary schools (proposed for all and accepted in the case of

many, vocational schools): two parents on a board of si for each
school_

iii ParenUteacher, p ent/school -associations. Statistics are not
available but the'pumber i considerable end growing.

.;Teacher participation
Tj The teacher associatioils are involved directly in curriculum

ch-anges;- in the preparation of subject syllabuses, in public examin-..

ationeand-in the review of examination results.
ii. _Teacher asasciations are deeply involved in the pri:iviaio of

in7dervicii- training courses in' co-operation with the Department ,of
;:=Education

iii It is proposed to Jnvolve teachers
management boards mentioned above._
3. Pupil participation

4 This is an increasing factor in all our schools.

ii The same process of pupil involvement is being de,2eloped in
post-primary-Pchools, especially in regard to cenain areas environ-
rriental,ptudies, civics, Irish studies and_ in a, special project concerning
a_transition,year, the whole purpose of whiph is.to allow the maximum

=. pupil Oerticipation in the Variety of activities which: constitute the
_curriculum for this year.

As yet no significant developMents have taken place in
_ _ .

-__securing participation of pupils in_the'running of our schools or in the
reparation of curricula and syllabuses.

-Participation._by parents-in strUctured forrhs'beconies really bener
ficial from the-bpper end of -the priMary school through the secondary

_

---school.7-At these levels structured'forms become heceggary-to provide
reddlar inforMation on heir- curriculum approaches and career °poor-,
tonihea.

At the pre-school and junior primary levels, informal parentiteacher
contact is easier and more effective.

In view of the importance .of the early years !ft Intellectual
development, parent participation in teaching methods ig most benel
ficiel-at the pre-school and junior pritharY levels.

.the various school
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ITALY` _

TheWirpoI&óf 'participation Inthe Italian-schoo[system is
.into a demecratic community to inteniify the

hoots educational:role through the contributioneof theeurrounding
'piety end4so?ta;-workthat it becomes la permanent trilt of the.
diinduallaitbehaViour-and -a means-, of expressing his= personality in

ParticipationAesthus both a' foundation and an instrument of
unocricy, which is itself a prerequisite for participation.

7 - ,
_

n-t,Itheducational_ process,parlicipation stimulates personal
iterprise;±-and initiative_v develops a --sense of responsibilityff
dmoteefamiliarity with interdisciplinary methods.

7- -
InJhe'process of preparation for society, participation strengthens

infide-Weiiin,,the value of democratic- methods for . solving daily
'8611Farirniiiireifides a channel for natural aggressivity by giving the
r Iraqi itiMAte means of expression for his needs and demands.

rtfAcid*Ti=111talien education.'is based' on 'co-operation between, the
.

noffigPersona in the educational system, who help to provide a
IcialfservicebY uaing available- resources and chosing methods and
intent4Dutilave no power of decisiqn where the ac ual existence of
ishserViceior its aims are concerned. When we speak of the
unning'of_the schools",-then we must bear this restriction in mind.

.Aperetiripation- machinery is tobe set up -at-the-highest-levels- and_
VdribuSTenheres of pbmpetence -through-_ the -school= boards of the
itpcts, theTproVinces and-the:state. These boards comprise rep-
sentitiveeef rell!thoke -in charge of-edtication as well as rep-resen-
livesrA-of', parents,- pupils trade unions, self=employed workers,
trepreneurS7cUltural organisations- societies and institutions, local

rlal and:regional.authonties and the business and labour world .
leykare-±essentially advisory;_they advise = and are requested to .do
7-inlsornd. Cases ---'-- on. School-Organisation and use of the 'existing
:66tiiredin:theirareas of -competence. --

TITIñ tfie funning of schools participation,Works threugh the loeal
alifit(in-Ithe-, case of _primary Schools) or . school boards (for
MdarY=schbols5-of all types =and:, categories).-:These boards are
IiireitZbOhe heaCteacher ,and comprise representatives of the

ide;andi-nen-teaching -staff and an equl number ,of. represen-
iveS7Of 01-aiinti (in primary and lower secondary-schools) or'parents

ilir(iñijpperieCbfldary schools).
_



ssroom activities ':partmiOaiion works -through
Interzb lass`.fdo Oat the7Primery7savSeleyer---c4assLaokine n-tbc_
secondarya6607:1,10), whIch are -chaired by the headT teacher (or a
teacheridelegated7bi=him)ifand comprise all teachers of the class and

_ representatives:et-Parents arid pupils. -

There, in the decisions -on curricula, which
gremarns a matter forthe MiniStry of Education.

'power--of decision-making is variously distributed, the re-
onsibilitiesland lirnitations being laid down by law, as follows:

1.
= _ ,

Bediesicornprising -the head teacher and other teachers alone
ave,reackirislbility for examining essentially tebhnical quedtions.

Thei",,loCal, boards and SC110_01 boards may exercise real- powers
,cderoisi-orc, concerning the use of_ funds-,_ the_ scheel'i internal

kulations, the purchase, replacement and upkeep of equipment
tectifileal:--and -scientific Tr. material," libraries and -audio-iiisual aids),

adjuStEnent =of,- the school calendar to local- co.nditiona and the
--rorgeriliatian-Of all additional aotivities-.

The Mein resistance to this syStem of participation comes from a
umber_-;dt-'pupils wile are hostile to any .form of:representation
elievIng; it,pannot _solve _their_ prpbiems -7- and favour.e..system of
iriat dernocraay in which, in their-view, everyone will-be able to voice
is`,demands.-- Other forms_ of.resistanpe_coMe from, the _attitude of

ceitairc_teachers conditioned by indiiiidUalist _habits of thougHt and
WdriCacquired =in their training and from "head teachers.who fear. that

,the,actual education may be sacrificed or disrupted if persons from
-butsideithe- educational system have a say in the running of schooi

_Furthermore, it is probable that many parents elected to the joint
bodies-will not be constantly available because of_their occupations, or
will',,besitate=te-give-help-because -they--feel-incapable_of-making an
effiattiVecontribution.

---Lastly,, the-setting up of participation machinery is hampered by
=Inadequate infrastructures (e.g. shortage of space-for assemblies and
meetings), restrictive regula+.0ns (bureaucratic complexity, inaufficient

_furids:etc:,-delay-in-therpublication_of-regulations_and_lack_of,,experi- _

enceen the part of all Concerned).
-

The'intd-r-class councils. and class councils have power to make
roOoseliT concerning the educational process and experimental
idjeats.

8



school structure in question,-_thete bodies
ean rganisatene_

5drThemplerrientation of such decisions, tile drawing up of
raiitithateeTancr final :,,accounts: and preparatiOns_for,-.Meetings

)41.niattlEfaraxeaUtive cornmitteee (this is stipulated by law)

The
. _

Iprinciple=-0;participation is also based on the conviotion that
,ryona_°:.-÷.-af, a specific level is capable,of taking decisions:bearing
rponalbiliqincl'eeping With_difficUlties.

RiAlls,rrney- therefore "participate" at any tevel- of the school
itern,404oVided the forms and, methods- of such _parlicipation are
tiiid*b,trieV'dedree of intellectUal, emotional etrftal and social
tUrity.theyhaVe reached.

-

-gal;With regerd to StrUCtUreS, pupils may_ begin toparticipate.

iduallpas-frorn the-wrier- grade of primary schools' (i.e. at the age
actiyities.or, better, research activities; -Study, wbrk

play:prbjecti planned and executed by them in sahool.

1b;;,-,fviihlragardito teaching methods, -'one. can gradually make
Als!participate in drawing.up curricula and,organising echbol work.,
r6iiiig?:taitbobks and other teaching -material,- discussing what has
eVehi,6ed and what remains to be done and assessing-individual

Tong experiments in training for participatioe which` suggest an
ia-atiOnalTiffodel -different from present schools may be :men ti oned

citfa Pestalozzr in, Florence.- which was- establiihed at. the
11-gi_1944 _on the initiative of, E. Codignola, the 7Nicola
ar7S-6-Condary-,:achool in -the Corga district of Leghorn and the
inalo uhitario;;)experimental-school at Aosta.



ns land 2
ta..-Luxernbourg, school system c'participation" -Is more a

tjuestion-rof-consulting the people conCerned-- than of.decision-rnaking,.
1WhiEliYliei,:ultirnetely with the political authorities and tha schools

dpaiiinent
,

_

'LUXEMBOURG

Onsultation takes place at cid e63nt levels and in :different con-.

exts

ationally
The f-hgher Council for Education -has the tasks:of studying

general-educational problems, advising on questions submitted to it
,by the Ministry of Educatian and presenthig to the .Minister on its own
-initiative ...any proposals, Suggestions. or information -. it-sees fit. It

-Tinaludes representatives of teachers, parents and economic and social

circles:

. The curriculum committees, comprising teachers, gra respon-
ible for reviewihg 'the Curricula in trie various subjects and keeping

_ _

m up to date.

d. Ad hoc corhmittees and working parties are appointed by the
,Ministers to study specific questions) and their reports -may lead to
imPdriant reforms I

e When- legiSlgtive changes-are ibeing- prepareali=_ the-Ministry of

ducation holds regular and general consultations with groups
. .

hirtiatilarly affected by the changes., such-as teachers 'unions._

n the school

a. punning of schools -

-In-e-actrlycee-there-is-an-education-board,withnine-members-(the---
teacher and elected representatives of the tegchers,_parents and

pupils) which participates .in reviews of the schools' -regulations on
inte'rnal =order and discipline, acts as a discipiinary board, stimulates
-and \ organises cultural, social ands-p-ortsactivitlesEsubmits to the
Minliterin-annual-report on the situation in the schodl,advises on the

ool's- udget -proposals, on the creation or /abolition of optional
cburs9s and extrg tintion for late beginners or backward lc hildren and

thl'school's internal organisation:
_
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=_T

jasspupJiseIecttwo delegates mho act as apckes-
len With the form master, The -class __delegates

he3uPlisqeprestintatives te the school's edration' beard,
=

Decisione:on currIuIa
_

,school appoints two representatives to the national curlr-w,--
culumcommittees for the various branches ef education.

westion

ith are !exceptions the power ef decision-making is not
ispersed.', In some-cases consultation is compulsory under current

I)gulations.-
=

a smalk-country-like --1,uxembeurg-pelitical -controt,-- and-hence
articipation by parents and pupils, is very marked in parliament,

I

ubstiod4
T -6hers -,may be- observed to put up- some resistance to

tpFise0atian of parents on qfficiel bodies (the education-board). The
upils1d4loni the feet thetI the advisory bodies set up, particularly the
Jucatiem:bbarde, have ne !Powers of decision, and_they- consider that
ierevareinot,eneugh pupils' representatives (two out Of nine-seats).
hey, also: contest the method of indirect_ election mentioned under

ue§tion 5

onsultatipn ,of the persons involved (teachers and parents) seems
ifiyvarluabli in all cases However, panicipation bY pupils in the

iserYjEtiedies does not seem- justified below the upper secondary

wpupils-do,not-participate=in decisionmaking, it-is not pessible
an opinion based on experience.

fiestian 6
here ore nd pilot schemesifer participation in Luxembourg.
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MALTA

-.The educational system of Malta is undergoing fundamental
structural and qualitative changes as a result of new

-r,from the independence of the island. The reform is bound to include

-- means of participation-by parents, students and other interested bodieS

in education; although no clear and definite aims have as yet beer'

formulated.
..4Ithough there is no furmal legislation (except In the cale of

the university) for student participation in tducation. education for
participation programmes have already been -.forted

,

a. Education for participation
By this. term .we understand the educational 'ograrnmos which

enable students to participate more fully in the life of the community
as a preparation for citizenship and adult life. In teaching metheds
Allis participation is developed through project work and community
centred "social studies" activities. These have a place at both primary
and secondary levels. In trade schools, s!udents are often taken out to
wOrk an actual sites both as part of their training in '-r-24,-ade and as a

form of participation in the project. Other forms of education for
participation" programmes ar,T::

i. the organisation of col,' unity work e.g. students chant
campaign, helping poor people Lrganising fairs for charity

ii the natiOnal heritage c'-,nt a tree campaign, Arbor Days the
cleaning,and reitoration of places of nationahhistorical archaeolumc

interest,
iii. environmental studies.
Most of these activities, though catered for nationally are run by

individual schools with as Much freedom and leeway as possibie frora

central imposition.

-2. Participation in education

-a. On a national level
The "Advisory Council for Education '. Article 4 4 uf the 1974

Edudation Act states, "shall, in addition to the Ministry cf Education and
=otother persons experienced in the theory auu prac.ti _-

include persons who, in the opinion of the Minister, represent the
views of parents, teachers, trade unions, industrialists and the Cathoil--,

Church." The duty of the Council is 'to cont tribu.e by their advice t
the . spiritual, moral, mental and physical developent of
children".
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b. Participation by parents
/

A number of government and private schools have parent-teacher
associations. The scope of these associations varies from school to

;./school. In the case of government school the terms of reference of
these asSociations are.drawn up by thems:Ives and later-submitted for

."approval by the-education authorities. Parept-teacher associations have
no legal status, although they are . encburaged by the Education
Department. They haVe no direct authoritj to interfere in the running
of schools, everyday life within the "classroom, or the choice of
curricula:- They° do help in many other ways, however, and their
adVIce is at all times taken into consideration.

ii

c: Participation by students

A number of government and private secondary schools have
"students councils" which are _run with the permission and collabor-
ation of the heads of the schools concerned. The terms of reference
of these councils are drawn up by the individual bodies. Like parent-
teacher associations, however, they have no legal status. Student
councils help in the running of schools, the everyday life within the
classroom as well as students' welfare as far as their terms of
reference allow them.

.d. Participation by teachers

Teachers participate in educational decision making in four ways:

In certain schools (e.g. the upper secondary school), there exist
formal teachers' councils, which like parent-teacher associations and
students' councils are 'mainly advisory. They May be entrusted with-

. 'aspects of school management but have little actual say in either the
running of the school and the choice of curricula .

ii. staff meetings. These can affect the running of schools and
eVerYday life in the classroom.

iii, teacher unions. Teacher trade unions can hold meetings in
school :. they are represented on educational boards and committees;
they have the normal trade union rights and pan affect the running of
'schools, everyday life within the classroom and the choiCe of curricula,
Trade-enions have a legal status.

iv teacher associations (e.g. the science teachers' association,
the history teachers' association) can exert influence in curriculum
planning and development.



3. Decision making

All these councils and associations are mainly advisory an
consultative,

, .

Sociologically, it is only since the 1950s that such participation
has been encouraged, and '; sychologically many parents still look at
schooling as something the are not qualified to interfere with. There .
is no' legislation to give these councils any legal basis or authority
though t;egislation may do more harm than good to the educational
process ,if it

1

does not reflect ihe aspirations and wishes of the people.
It must also be remembered that over three quarters of the adult
population have had no expe\rience of education beyond the p imary
stage. ,

1

i
4. There .does appear a certain amount of indifference to full r and
positive participation in education by parents and by students.

5. Participation by parents ahd teachers is beneficial at all 'levels.
I

from frt rie prima .

Students' participation in the \ everyday life of thq
level

and
choice-Of interesting topics for tudy can sta
Parficipation in the running of schools can start slowly from the
piimary level, extend at the secondary level and reach its fullest-

/expression at upper secondary. .



NORWAY

The reply to the questionnaire applies to the nine-year compulsory
basic school (grades one to nine; age groups 7116). -

.1. To give pupils, teachers, parents and other persons involved with
the life of the school some influence on their own working situation,
with a view to making them more interested in the school and =more
content.

To give the pupils the experience of working in a team, of being
more than an isolated individual.

To do away with the authoritarian relatior1ship bet een teacher
and pupil.

To give the pupils training in democratic prOcedures and prepare
them for the assumption of' responsibilities, and thus provide an
apprenticeship for democracy.

2. a. Not in the basic school.
p. Pupils participate to some extent in ,the choice of methods,

themes and teaching, aids.
c. Yes, to a certain degree.

3. a. In the basic school' pupils' participation generally lakei the
form of discussion with the teacher with -egard to what methods and
materials shoCild be used and what thernes shogld be studied. Parents
have been especially active with regard to leisure time activities in
school.

.b. There is a system of delegation of tasks to pupils' council,
teachers' council, school council, council for other employees, parents'
council and collaboration committee. The collaboration committee

-consists Of representatives from all the above-mentioned councils and
in addition the school principal and one repre6entative elected by the
local school board.

What can be' &aid even now is that parlicipation and how it works
very much depend upon the persOnality of the school principal.

4. -The. chief .obatacle as regaxls pupilc .':. participation slerives from
,the, fact that there is rio clear definition of areas of decision and'
responsibilities.

;However, it goes for the othgr councils as well that -they quite
simply have not enough worthwhile And challenging things to do.
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5. To become really beneficial participation must in our opinion be
practised at all levels and both in structured forms and in teaching
methods.

6. Not in the basic school.

We have. fwo eRperimental schools for upper secondary general
education, where, for .example, participation in the running of the
school is being tried out, and where the general meeting is the chief
authority of the school.



UNITED KINGDOM (Scotland)

-The main purpose of school and college councils is to ensure that
effective communications are fostered between local interest and,the

ucation committee. They have a valuable.role to play in encouraging
effective' liaison between hoin- aid school, between the various levels
of schooling and in increasing the level of parental interest.

It is desirable for membership of the councils to include parents,
head teachers, teachers . representatives from nursery schools as well
as -frorn Primary and secondary schools, and representatives from local .
industry and commerce, and it is strongly recommended that pupil
participation should bp encouraged. It is advised that councils be set--
up for the secondary schools in a city area and their feeder primary
and nursery Schools; in_ rural areas' di may be appropriate to form
coUnells for individual schoola.

_

Within recent years-there has been a significantirend in Scotland
'Loy central government to devolve more and more or its functions on
other bodies. Statutory regulatioAe have been reduced in number and
siMplified in cententjand detail. Since 1959, colleges of education for
thee training of teachers, although almost wholly financed -by grantS
from central goverrment, have been managed by governing bodies
made' up of a wide range of educational interests. In'1965 an exam-

- inatlon bOard was established to conduct the Scottish Dertificate'
Education examinations, previously conducted by the Soottish Edu-
catinn Department. In 1966, the.,Generaf Teaching Council for Scotland
was' set up under the Teaching ,Council (Scolland) Act 1965. Its
membership includes elected teachers, and members appointed by

. education authoritied, the universities, other institutions of higher
education and tfie churches, together with nominees of the Secretary
of State. for Scotland. The council is reeponsible for the rebistration of
teachers and for matters of professional discipline, -and is the Secretary
of State's principal advisory body on teacher training and supply.-

.

4... One significant effect of ,these changes has been to involve
practising teachers increasingly in decision-making in the _adminis-
t?ation and OrganisatiOn of education in Scotland; in local authority
administration:' in the pre-service training and entry standards, and
policy for in-service training of their .own..profession; end in the
constant- review of the syllabuses, for the Scotlish Certificate. of
Education examinations in which'they also .play a very Iarg9 pait in .

the work of setting knd marking the.papers.

5. Perhaps the most striking illustration of the growth of the concept
of education es a partnership is seen in CurriculuiR devel?pment. While
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the.Secretary. of State never formally determined the content of the
curriculum, he exercised great influence on it through his conduct of
the examinationS and through the visits of Her Majesty's Inspectors;
and for the snoSt 'part early memoranda of advice on the curriculum
were written entirely by Her Majesty's Inspectors. From ,ths middle
1950s, however,iworking parties and committees set up to consider
subjects or aspects of the curriculum began lo include piegtiging
teachers among -their membership. In 1965 a Consultative Committee
on the Curriculum was iet up as a standing body to improve the
arrangements for cvonsultation between' all .ihose concerned with
curricular development and to itiaintain a continuous review of the
curriculum as a whole. The committee, which acts as the-Secrefary Ci

.9tate's main advisory. body on the Curriculum, is .broadly based and
includes -a substantial teacher reptesentation, as do the various
working parties and committees set up on the,CCC's recommendalion.
In addition to their participatibn in national policy defining bodies.
teachers .are increasingly concerned_ in curriculum development at
local and regional level; many working parties 'and committees have
in fact been set up by education authorities, and these are wholly- or
predominantly Manned by teachers under the-general supervision ,of
members of the education authority administrative staff.

6. Secondary schools in Scotland.'have become fewer and b ger;
and,at the same time no longer consist solely of virtually autonomous
subject departments. Organisation is more complex; there is a clear
need for greater odevolution by head . teachers, for more precise
allocatioo of responsibilities below head teacher level, kir systematic
consultation at all levels- within and; across subject departments, and
between subject departments and, for instance, guidance staff. Ail Mis
argued a much greater degree of participation by teachers than hitherto
in discussion and the making of policy and decisions. In order tO meet
this. need for a more sophisticated and participating management
structure, school stele now inclUde assistant head teachers to whom
the head teacher may delegate some of his administrative, organ-
isational and curricular responsibilities. A. growing number of schools
are establishing beards pf studies consisting of promoted memberS di
staff who plan and keep under review the school's curric6lum.

c. .

Parents or parent teacher aSsociations are now,relatively common,
meeting regularly te discuss educational topids and :to' hold soziat.
functidne.- Personal interviews -betWeen parents- andlaachers to (-7.,CvSs;
the progress of individual pupils are established practice in a gi,mving
number of schools.,The,Strongest linkS have tended to be at the pre-
school and infant stages where the pleasant informal atmosphere and
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environment of many of the schools encourages Observation, discussion
and the involvement of parents in the school community.

The reorganisation of secondary education on comprehensive
lines resulted in aducation authorities creating larger schools. The
resulting loss of intimate contact with parents in g period of curricular
change can cause bewilderment to parents. These effects are being
countered by the increased number of promoted teachers some of
whordhave duties which are aimed at maintaining contact with parents
and explaining school policy to them. Since May- 1E/75, when local.
government was reorganised, local 'authorities have a duty to set up
schools councils upon which both parents and teachers should be
represented and in some cases senior pupils as well as other members
of the community. It remains to be seen how far such councils will
provide opportunities for parents .and members of the community to
participate in the educational processIn the more particular and"
pers6nal matter of _consulting parents about the courses their children
should follow, schools usua':y invite parents to indicate their wishes at
annual meetings with the staff concerned. There ih however still a vet-,
strong sense among .Scottish teachers that education is a highly
specialised professional business and the developnlent of true .con-
sultation with pon-professionals even parents will be slo

S. Hitherto there has been little or no evidence that Scottish pupils
felt themselves 'excluded from consultation or deciSion-making pro--
cesses. In the context of the relatively small school which was.the
norm, though discipline was usually strict, day-to-day relationships
between staff and pupils were informal and not unfriendly. RaArcularly
within the last fifteen years- or so, the schools have been at pains to
provide.a range of curricular options wide enough to satisfy all but the
most extravagant and bizarre demands. Senior pupils, 'whether in
schools providing three-year or four-year or six-year courses, had -the
opportunity to exercise responsibility as prefects.

Most schools have a wide and varied rdnge of extra-curricular
activities, clubs, associations and the like which are largely- run by
pupils. Many schools- have introduced hobbies or leisure activities
periods into their timetables; pupils are usually free to choose from
a wide and- varied range of activities and play some part in managing
them. The railing of the school leaving age to siXteen nonetheless has
had'the effect Of -increalng articUlate aissatilfadtion among a minority
of older pupils who claim they see no purpose in the education
provideo. Recent trends and changes, modest in scope as :hey are,
owe little to pupil frustration (of which there is virtually no ()Vert sijn).



TURKEY

1: In Turkey, participation in the educational sense implies a means
of developing the individuaJ, intellectually, emotionally and socially.

Participation together with other people develops the ability of
the individual to adjust to a democratic cornmunity..

Participation is a means.of developing the individual capacity for
critical thinking.

2. EL In the running of the schools?

'In Turkey the educational system may be categorised as a
centralised system where the contents and organisation of instruction
in any Single schoOl are fairly eqbal to the instruction offered in all

:pther schools. Decisions on the general overall aims of the national
educational system, economic and organisational frames, general
guidelines, main goals, subjects to be taught and the-main contents of
subjects are taken centrally by the Ministry of Education.

b. In everydaY life within me classroom?

Generally decisions concerning the contents of syllabuses and
teaching .methods are taken by teachers. It is certainly of great
importance that these decisions be taken after discussions among
teachers and between teachers and pupils at the classroom level.
According to the general idea, the pupil as well as the teacher must
be involved in planning classroom work. Pupils should be trained f or

participation ,throughleaching.

c. In the choice of.curricula?
The.Turkish school system is quite uniform;, a consequence of the

fact that decisions on goals and guidelines and content and organ-
isation of education are taken at government level. Besides, the
National Board of Education issues comments on and interpretations
of these decisions-.

The curricula of all schools are prepared by the Ministry of
Education as projects. The project teams consist of researchers,
teacher-trainers, teachers and specialists.

The Turkish educational -system is centralised. The' Ministry.. of ..
Education determines the main aims ;of education ..and prepares
regulations, school statutes and curriaula as well as carrying out
decisions. The National Board of Education issues directions I* inter
pretations of overall aims.
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The teachers participate inasmuch as they ',aye free choice of the
material and methods within . the general syllabus. In order to make
the most suitable choice for the needs and aptitudes of a particular
class, this choice is made after discussing the questions with the
pupils.

At secondary level, the teachers' council participates in the
planning of the selective courses offered within the general curricula
by discussion at the teachers' meeting.

Pupila participate:
a. in planning what to study during the school year,
b. in planning their own btudy projects.-
c. in choosing working materials,
d..in evaluation (to some degree).

Parents partic;pate -in some activities through. parent-teacher
assodations.

4. In Turkey. the most influential obstacles used to be tradition,
sociblogical factors, administrative struCtures, regulations and all kinds
of authoritarian teaching.

Now, the local directors of education, school principals and
teachers are gradually becoming counsellors and Sources of infor-
mation :. the school is moving toward a Tnore open, co-operative
community; the parents are taking an increasing interest in school
life.

5. Participation becomes beneficial both ih structured forms and -
teaching methods in p:!mary, lower secondary and upper secondary
levels.

6. In Turky do not have any 2ilot schemes for parlicipation.



APPENDIX II

CASE STUDIES

A. Belgium

A description of the development of an example of participation
in administration over the last sixteen years. Changes in structures, in
the school population (such as the ratio_ of boarders to day pupils end
of boys to girls), in the mentalities of all those involved are among the
factors inthe development 'of actual living conditions 1-1 the school. It
falls to the schools administrators to preserve-among these sometimes
conflicting trends the- essential aim of the "preparation for dialogue
and responsibility". ,

B. Denmark

A form of organisation -greatly altering the distribution of power
within a school. Whereas in other Danish gymnasier power is con-
centrated in the head teacher and (to a lesser extent) ihe board of
teachers, here the centre of -gravity is in the "school eouncil", and. a
"co-ordinating committee": A representative of the Ministry of Edu-.
ation ensures that certain ministerial regulations (such as those
latinb to the equivalence of certificates) are observed.

The Advedore experiment, which started in 1974, will last.six years
at the most. The present chairman of the co-ordinating committee,
who has been re-elected, is a 17-year-old girl studying science.

c: Scotland
The Scottish contribution is in two parts. Firstly, there is an

account of an experiment _in co-operatinn betWeen the primary school
at Dyce and a dornmuhity centre completed in 1972.

The -very infrastrudture of the school and the efforts made to
ensure its integration _in a new comMunity- are greatly facilitating
various forms of discusSion, concertation and participation.
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The second part of -the contribution describes by concrete,
examples the everyday life ofthe primary school at Wind law, Glasgow:
Far from falling back on the "safe" positions offered by its educational
mission, this school seeks and finds steady co-operation on the
part of parents . and pupils.

T' social and professional contacts among the persons involved
in the bchool and between the school and the outside virld are used
as natural elements in an educational venture,

.D. Frande-
In September 1974 five secondary schools embarked on. an

operation aimecrat controlled implementation of the official directives
of 1968 and 1971eon institutionalised participation.

The pupils' representative§ are the keystone of this operation. An
indispensable minimum condition tor securing their interest is precise
and relevant information.

The organisation of democratic elections is shown to involve both
research and action: research into pupils' motives,_yvith observation of
their reactions to the proposals made, and acticin Centred pn the
observed fact.§ and animated by a human and educational ideal.

E. Switzerland
An assessatent of two years' experience of 6Iassroom participatioft

he Elysee secondary school in Lausanne.

Various fields are examined and the results are e% aluated. Some
advice and prudent warnings are Oren.- Certain neec.s are affirmed.

The cases described below-have at leas[two features in common.
Firstly, they provide tangible illustations of how several forms and
levels of participation may exist despite obstacles and resistance. In
each case we note,. as a kind of .natural necessity, a few pebple
providing the creative impetus.

Secondly, all the reports make some form of assessment indicating
increased interest, satisfaction and preparation for society, three vital
supports for dOveloprnent of the personality.
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A. BELGIUM

P ticipation:at the state teacher training collage
(gcole normale) at Couvin

To report on the development and current" situation of the co-
management scheme begun in- 1959 is to describe a Jong chapter in
the life _of _a continually evolving system influenced by structural .
changes and the external events which have marked ,education and
Western society in general iri the last fifteen years.-

While the original aim has hot altered- in essdnce, it has often had
to be adjusted to ICeep pace with the ctianges mentioned above. We
would add that the ratio of boarders to day .pupifs and of boys to girls
has also been greatly effected by the way in which the parehts:. hying
habits have evolved and by the fact that schooling now takes place on
-five days instead of the original six. k

Let us say straightaway that the fadt that the same fype of
management has besn Maintained through'thick and thin, true to the
primary aim .of "preparation far dialogue and responsibility", is-suf-.
ficient proof that this educational approach fulfils a basiC Reed of
modern youth and is shared by the educationists and teachers work
.ing at Couvin.--

.

. a. 1959-61
The basic document immediately proved to be too ambitious, for

the mentalities of students and adults were equally unready.to accept
this new- technique. It took over three years of effort to vitalise re-
latiOnships, and during that time few pupils ventured to take-pert- in
the new scheme, about Which they had misgivings. The representatives_
who accepted the-tasks prescribed never exceeded AIDC.ci_of the pupils
aged between 15'and 19.

b. io62-72 .
In 1962 the growth in the number of tasks, the opening of new

departments and the gradual infiltration of the pupils into the actual
school structure led to the first revision of the original systanl. The
number af representatives was increased and the departments became
more specialised, ,

During this secbnd period, whiC11 lasted until 1972, 15 Va of thd
pupils assumed responsibIlities for education, ginance, administration,
organisation, co-ordination and resident and non-resident _students. An
increasingly complex and weighty edifice was thereby creited.



All aspects of college life were affected, including methodology,
since the opening of the social sciences section affected the working
methods and interdisciplinarity.

In 1969 closed-circuit television broUght a plethora of facilities
and thus of participation.

In 1970, however, the excessive number of actiVities finally brought
about the withdrawal of certain teacfiers and many students from the
experiment.

The college was still run on a participation basis, but a distinc-
tion was made between the permanent /eve/ (the twenty-two persons
mainly responsible) and the occasional level (the majority of the
group). This led to a dangerous cleavage, with the former working in
depth and the latter displaying merely surface reactions. It became
necessary to restore.unity and adjust the organisation.

c. 1973-75
This was done by the 1973-75 generation. The work is still

progressing and the first effects are now clearly visible.

The percentage of pupils carrying fesponsibilities was reduced to
6 °IN i.e. twelve (eight upper secondary students and four stUdents in
educational psycholog0.

There -is thus a. two-tier organisation (the 15-18 and 18-20 age-
groups), the admini'strative meetings being joint ones.

When the problems concern only one of the groups, meetings are
split- but a report:is always presented to the other group for infor-
mation, and it may reserve the right to intervene in a joint meeting
if necessary. -

Furthermore, The systems differ 4rorn each other: total co-manage-
ment for.educational psych`ology students and participation for those
in the human s i nces. This means that the trainee teachers have to
give their opinions in all the sectors of school activity peculiar to therm
In the human scidinces, however:reference is ,made to the document
of the general directorate of studies, which keeps some questions for
the administration and the teaching Waft alone (subject-matter, class
councils, general 'rnethcd, functions). Naturally, those in charge can
always ask for in 6rmation and arrange for- a general discussion if
they consider thth the majority of pupils do not abree, with the
decisions taken.



The general assembly is then convened an aebate prepared
by the various parties involved Is opened.

Besides the leading group of tivelve._pupils there is the college's
general board, )01ch comprises representatives of all sectors
(primary arid secondary teachers, educationists, wqrkmen and tech-
nice!. stiff, pupils and parents). It has twenty-,on8 members.

news-she-et, "ContaCr., is circulated to interested persons four
times a year in October..lanuary, March and June. It provides general
information,- and when neoessary_obtains opinions on matters under
.consideration (five-day week, timetables, study visits, out-of-school
activities, methods).



B. DENMARK

Avedoere an experiment in democracy

As most other countries. Denmark has witnessed a growing
interest in giving pupils in primary and secondary schools a share in

decision-making on a local level. Student participation is the catch-
word from nursery school through university.

Much has already been dOne: at the universities the students have
a 50 u/0 influence on all levels. In the upper secondary school system
(the 16 to 19 year olds) there are two main kinds of student partici-
pation: it is laid down in the regulations that each class and its subject
teacher decide their working schedule and the contents of their studies
together, and also decide which part of it shall be (he curriculum for
written and oral examinations and at all schools there is a council
with an equal number of teachers and students, with the headmaster
as chairman, which discusses and decides questions of common
interest and about community life in general (samerbeidsudvalget).

While student participation in the class in its best forms is real
and genuine, the students feel that their opportunities .of influencing
decisions about the whole school are too small, and the council
described above is often considered "a dummy'.

In 1968 a commission was set up to inquire into the possibilities
of establi§hing experiments in school democracy and in educational
development at two state schools (state-owned upper secondary
schools).'4The commission recommended that two schools be selected
for this purpose in the Copenhagen area to make it possible for
students (and parents) who did not want to partake in the experiment
to move to a nearby school, and also to make it easy for groups of
specialists, e.g. from the university, to follow the experiments. Apart
from this hundreds (4 educational experynents take place every year
at ordinary "gymnasia%

The two schools chosen for the experiments are Herlev Statsskole
for educational development, and Avedoere Statsskole for experiments
in student participation. At an ordinary Danish -gymnasium" (upper
secondary school) there are three centres of power: the headmaster,
who is the representative of the Ministry of Education, and whd hes
full responsibility in general for the education of the students: a
council of all teachers, which decidp,, the budget, experiments, and
votes on advice to students concerning pass or fail, and the council
of teachers and students which has been described above. By far the
greatest part of influence rests with the headmaster, although import-
ant decisions are also made by the teachers council_ Student partici-
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pation is limited to classroom decisions and decisions about "com-
munity life in general".

Compared with this the model built for Avedoere is fundamentally
different.

,Avedoere is ruled by three equal groups or parties:

1. the school council, consisting of all teachers, students and
TAPs (technical and administrative personnel), deciding under a one-
man-one-vote rule,

2, a co-ordinating committee, elected for six months at a time
and consisting of a chairman (elected by the school council); three
teachers, three stuJents, and one TAP (elected by their respective
bodies), and

3. a commissioner (appointed by the Minister of Education),
It is possible for the school council to set up permanent or ad hoc

committees to- deal with specific problems, but they will always be
responsible to the council and their work will be supervised by it.

The sketch below will show the centres of power and their inter-
play.

ICommissioner School council

Co-ordinating
committee

Ad hoc or permanent
committees

In principle, the school council can- discuss and decide al
questions, but the regulations lard down by the Minister (Bekendt-
gorelse om sxrlige styrelsesregler for Avedore Staisskole, No. 450
30 August 1974) contain three limitations:

1_ as a pretectton of minorities it is laid down that questions
concerning single persons can only be taken up by the school council
when the person involved has agreed to it; -

2. as a guarantee that the 'final examinations at Avedoere have
the same competenCe as examinations passed at other "gymnasia'',
the control of examinations is placed with the commissioner (Danish
student _examinations are centrally set and state controlled with
outside control of both oral and written tests);

3, questions about "hiring and firing" and some few questions
which particularly concern 'tions for personnel TAPs and
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teachers) are dealt with in the co-ordinating committee (where no
single group has an inbuilt majority).

The model with a co-ordinating committee and a school council
resembles the model which can be found in a federal state system
where one chamber will represent the union and common interests,
whereas the other will have an equal number of representatives of all
the states or groups which make up the federation. The idea stems
from a thought that a school has large areas of common interest, and
some (smaller) areas where it is possible to identify groups with
gerruine differences of interest. This comes (among other things) from
the fact that the students will be at the school for two or three years
while TAPs and teachers might be there for forty. This part of the
decision-making is placed in the co-ordinating committee which may
then function as a mediation body. The chairman of this committee is
a very important person, because she is elected directly by the school
council (there are even rules of recall), and is responsible to the
council and not to any single group. Bne is also the official represen-
tative of the school (the -hello-goodbye person"). The chairman at
present is a 17-year-old science student (a girl named Joan) who has
been re-elected'once..There is little doubt that the chairmanship will
normally go to a student, and Joan's very able handling of the job may
well have created a tradition of electing a girl, altough boys are in a
slight majority at most Danish schOols and also at Avedoere.

The ,regulations for Avedoere were made by the Minister of
Education following recommendations from a new committee set up
in spring 1973. The recommendations were unanimous from a com-
mittee consisting of representatives from the teachers union, the two
student organisations, and from thP school (headmaster, teacher,
student) and the Directorate of Upper Secondary Education. Some
teachers at Avedoere have since complained that the experiment is not
far-reaching enough as long as the one-man-one-vote rule is not
cbmpletely adhered to. In particular they would want' to see the
commissioner as the representative of the state disappear altogether.
Behind this discussion is the old question of direct versus represen-
tative government.

The experiment at Avedoere will go on for a maximum of six years
(i.e. until July 1980). Hopefully it will bring results which will make it
possible to change everyday school life for students all over the
country. The regulations were set up as an attempt to reform, not as
a signal for revolution. The intention is to keep Avedoere a "normal"

'school in a normal residential district in a suburb of Copenhagen.
Otherwise the results might be too sectarian so that they cannot be
generalised.
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C. UNITED KINGDOM (Scotland)

1. Dyce primary school complox and community centre: Grampian
Region

The Dyce complex

i. Ths lay-out
The concept of the primary school:community complex will only

be fully appreciated when the ottfier educational and social amenities
envisaged for Dyce, as it expands, are in existence.

The primary school/community centre complex, which will in time
be at the heart of the town, was completed -in 1972. There are five
units in all three open-plan units, each providing primary education
(i.e. for children aged 5 to 12) for 300 pupils.

ii. The primary school
The basis of education for participation is laid in the education

and environment provided in the three open-plan units each' con-
taining a cross-section of the 5-12 group in the community, and a team
of nine teaching staff working alongside one another. There is one
head teacher responsible for the management and educational
direction of primary education, and three assistant head teachers_

The:physical design of the primary school campus tagether with
the mode of deployment of sta r encourages, in fact necessitates,
constant discussion and co-operation between different groups of
teachers and between different groups of pupils. Pupils and teachers
alike am in a position to see and hear each other at work, to co-
Ordinate their programmes of work, to group and regroup according
to particular purpose, to mingle socially without constraint, and to
practise shared responzibility for the environment in which they learn.

To strengthen participation, there are more formal monthly
meetings between each assistant head teacher and staff who teach at
particular stages, and a formal, full meeting of staff with the head
teacher every two to three months.

Membership of the association is open to all parents or guardians
and teachers: there is a main committee of twelve, ten elected from
the community and two from the school staff, the maximum period of
office being three years. Notification of agendas are sent out to all
mensibers at least two weeks prior to a full meeting.

The' main aims of the association are "to provide for close co-
operation between school and parents", "to further the understanding
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of present-day education relative to the needs of the children", and
"to further integrate the school with the community".

iii. The community centre
The centre is managed by a member of staff of the community

service provided by the education authority. The committee, which is
appointed by the education authority, comprises a local county
councillor, a local district councillor, the chairman of the local youth
and community panel, a representative of the Director of Education, a
representative of the organiser of community service, one member, of
the -part-time staff of the centre, the manager of the centre, the head
teacher of the primary School, and six active centre members selected
so as to ensure a balance of age and sex and the participation of at
least two people under the age of 18.

-iv. The Policy of the Grampian Educatton Authority in a national
context

"The aims of the Councils seem to be foster local democratic
processes py involving the population in general, and parents in
particular, in meaningful engagement in the processes of education.-

2. Wind law primary school, Glasgow. Strathclyde Region

As yet, it is a minority of Scottish schools which have been
deliberately designed to make joint provision for school. and com-
munity.

We held countless meetings, formal and informal, and at all levels.
They take Place at morning and afternoon breaks, lunch hours, during
school time and in the evenings, Sometimes ,these discussions are
with teachers only, sometimes with parents, sometimes in groups,
sometimes ene-to-one. We have slowly forged links in a chain which
includes 5choe1 auxiliaries, cleaners, clerical staff, janitor, parents and
teacherS. We have learned to respect one another, to learn from one
another and to give SuPport and understanding when one link is under
pressure- Slowly and sometimes painfully we have welded ourselves
into a team, end, of course, our pupils are our Most important concern.

Litter is a real problem. The school has its own antHitter com-
tee and ee,:h member is responsible for his or her street. They

organise Street teamS and school competitions. We have tried to form
committees et parents with varying degrees of success.

Our old-age pensioners are part of our -community. As often as we
can, Wilt once a Month, we invite them into school- for tea and a
concert. Our senior classes deliver the invitations, welcome the
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visitors, and serve them. They introduce the items and we now have a
number of children with sufficient confidence to make a speech in-
public without any preparation. Some of our pensioners are ready to
help us by speaking to groups of children about their childhood in
days of long ago.

Parents evenings are held regularly. After meeting the class
teacher and discussing the child and admiring the work, parents have,
tea served in a relaxed atmosphere. As many members of staff as can
be are present. At th-ese meetings we find how and when parents can
help us. Since most of our pgrents work or have small children at
home, very few of them are available during the day but there are
always plenty to help on weekend or evening outings.

So teachers and parents gain a better understanding of one
another's problems. With this has cOme a deepening sympathy on
both sides.

On a Tuesday evening thera is a school club.- There are groups
for baking, crochet, dressmaking, knitting, handwork, handcrafts,
painting, chess, games. All these groups are run by parents while a
few teachers attend in a supporting rote. The club is a peaceful place
although as many as z hundred boys and girls may be present.. . Our
playgrounds are open in the evenings and at weekends. Most of our
parents feel at home in the school. They are organising dances which
are attended not only by staff and parents but neighbours who have

'no connection with theNschool.

Obviously all this coming together has broken down barriers and
prejudice. We have all had to change,our attitudes.many times and we
have learned to accept greater responsibility.
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D. FRANCE

The introduction of class delegates and participation:
an experiment in the Grenoble educational district

I. Pupils,and participation the background to an experiment

Having already had several years' experience in., direct partici-
pation, a few Grenoble teachers, who were soon joined by some head
teachers and senior educational advisers, showed special interest in
the new type of participation institutionalised by the official regulations
of 1968 and 1971,

In October 1972, therefore, a team was formed in Grenoble from
several -disciplines and categories in the "Centre regional de
documentation pedagogique" (CRDP). Utilising the work carried out
by a researcher during the two previous years, this team proposed to
a few sctiools that had volunteered for the purpose certain action
which,for the sake of convenience we shall call the "CRDP experi-
ment". These proposals drew attention to the exceptionally valuable
civic and social education that could result from application of the
official regulationS in a true spirit of participation. Two years later
these suggestions became strikingly relevant when the age of majority
was lowered to 18 years.

The experiment which we are about to describe briefly should
thus be seen in the above light. It was the outcome of a series of
analyses, which it was able to refine and supplement. As the result of
actuat experience of direct participation with or among pupils, it
helped to clarify the conditions in which a type of sthool participation
by delegation could really achieve its goals.

This would Put more clearly the problem of training for partic

pation.

II. Description of the experiment

A. Participation by adults
In September 1974 and again in January 1975 the pROP research

team supplied to each lycée a "pilot document" intended to assist
the adults who were to- implement the action proposed. It was hoped
in this way to give some consistency to the experiment in the different
types of school (two classical and modern lycées, one technical lycOe
arid two comprehensive lycees) and to synchronise to some extent the
action to be taken, This would assist observation of the results and
their possible quantification.
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B. A key moment in the operation of the syStem of delegates: the
elections
The way in which the delegates are elected makes their represen-

tativeness highly variable. It- was therefore desirable-to bring home to
the electors the importance of what they were about to do. It was
necessary te supply information, promote discussions and make the
pupils think about the subject before the polling date.

In October 1974, therefore, about a week before the elections.
8000 !wallets produced by the research team of the Grenoble CRDP
with the help of a group of pupils delegates (chairmen or former
chairmen of delegates' councils) were circulated in the five schools
taking part in the experiment. Meetings about the deleg.ates' functions
were held in some of the schools mostly on the initiative of the
previous year's deleoates.

The CRDP research team had prepared a -delegate'i -file" which
they supplied to the five schools. Its main contents were cerlain official
texts on school organisatidn and pupil representation.

The elections were taken extremely seriously by the pepils in the
five schools in question, and very tew showed indifference or hostility
to the institution of delegates_ On the contrary, the pupils looked for
some stronger and more effective institutional form for their represen-
tation.

C. How the system works

The tendency describ-ed above appeared in varying degrees in
the five lycees, but everywhere the result has been that the system
is in more or less constant operation.

Delegates' committees are functioning with varying degrees ot
success in the classical, and modern lycees. Weetings are .held on
the initiative either of the delegates or of the head teacher or the
senior educational advisers responsible for a given level. Contact is
being established with the delegates_of the other protagonists in
school life: the teachers and parents.

From the practical point of view, in all five schools the delegates
ask for a place in which to meet, a notice-board and facilities for
circulating information. There is much contact with the administration
and the "animateurs". The sociological survey conducl.ed in May 1974,
indeed, shows that there is a better understanding of relations with
the administration, teachers and supervisors in the lyodes taking part
in the experiment than in other schools.
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D. The_january votes of confidence the delegates on the councils

One aspect of this activity was the holding, of 'votes of con-.
tidence" in January. Here again it was necessary for the operation to
be taken seriously in all the classes, and the teachers' help was
therefore needed.

Frem the figures obtained this aim Seems to have been achieved
in both 1974 and 1975. The proportion of aeleqates who did not keep
the confidence of their electors varies from 2 `',-0 to 34 Vo in 1974 and
from i(10/0 to 32 O/0 in 1975. A detailed examination of the figures for
eaph school and class shows how the working of the pupil represen-
tation system depends on a number of factors, including age, school
clats, type of teaching and sex.

Here too the socioiogicai surve; in May 1974 is revealing. Nearly
100 °/O of pupils in the lyeees taking part in the experiment acknowl-
edge the need to have delegates in the class council, and 75 0/0 of
them think the delegates have a voice there, but only 29 Vo think that
any notice is taken of what they say.

77 °Ai of the pupils want to have delegates on the governing board,
but only 25 °A believe their interventions are heeded while 13 Va think
they have positive results. Significantly, this last figure is slightly lower
in the lyct§es where the experiment is taking place than elsewhere, as
,theugh the awareness which the experiment creates among pupils has
made them more concerned that participation should be effective. The
majority thus consider that the results obtained in concertation and
decision-making bodies ar-e at present inadequate. Although partici-
pation is not confined to these bodies, there is certainly a problem
here. -

,

III. Lessons to be learnt from the current experiment opinions
and prospects

T e comment made above may mark one of the present limits of
the C P experiment. The experiment certainly seems to have caused
the election of delegates to be taken more seriouslyk and to have
'helped to enlist a greater number of motivated pupa It has also
helped the system to work throughout the Tear and explains, at least

partly, certain action taken by the pupils aimed at even more
institutionalised representation. It has created more frequent contact
between the delegates and the administration and -animateurs-. In- a
word it now Peems that efforts to promote participation shOuld no
longer be confined, to four or, five schools in an education district.

_
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Even allowing. for the risk of conflict between organisations within
a School and the risk of manipulation of the pupils as a whole by one
or more such organisations, it seems edsential to maintain and develop
a system of pupil representation in schools. Such a system should

. enable everyone, whether politically committed or not, to express
himself democraticallit abd to have a share in the running of the
school's condonation and decision-making bodies. It in no way lessens
the scope of pupils organi,sations for representing their memberi. But
it gives shape to_a majOr educational project.

What makes it possible to "manipulate" pupils is in fact a lack of
arreness of the problems of papicipation, particularly participation
by delegation. .

That Is why frofn the outset the research team stressed the
importance of the elass and the stimulating role which delegates can

.play in creating a genuine group with plentiful personal links.

In Carrying out its work, the Grenoble research team, had the
feeling that It was observing a decisive development in school life and
adopting towards it as far as lay within its power, an attitude appro-
priate both to the observed facts and to an educatiohal and human
Ideal. .-articipation is one of the expressions of that ideal.
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E. SWITZERLAND

It seems to us to be of particular interest to describe an experi-
ment conducted at the Elysee secondary school in Lausanne and
generally called -Operation-Elysee: (OP-ELY).

Operation Elysee - rhi El:sie secondary school in Lausanne
I

Ever srnce 19E9, 14/1..an optional courses were Introduced, the
Elyse° school has tried in carrying out its educational reforms to offer
pupils better opportunities for participation.

In 1973, after eight months of Ipint work, the teachers and pupils
on the OP-ELY committees proved that- pupil-participation in ,Vaool
'reform was not only possible but fruitful..

When the new school year started.aLthe end of August 1973, the
headmaster and the teachers conference officially introduced partici-
pation in the senior classes.

The conoept of participation is_ complex, for participation means
sharing. Mat do the Pupils share with their teachers? It may be the,.
right to voice opinions, it may be ihitiative in researh o it may be the

cpower of decision.

After over two years-experience, there appear to be ten fields of
classroom activity in which pupils-may participate. The clesses actually
concerned are those between the third and the sixth year.

Definition of the aims of education

Inevitably the pupils have little power of decision With regard lo
general aims. To some extent, however; they can weigh up these aims
and establish priorities.
- Several Elysee teachers observe that this enables pupils to adopt
a more constructive attitude towards the work required of them, since
they understana its purpose and significance better.

2. Choice of subjects for study and methods; planning of work

It is this type o: participation which is currently most favoured by
some teachers, and it seems to be equally valued by the great majority
of pupils.

Clearly, it cannot often be left to puPils to choose the subjects
they are to study, especially when they know nothing about them or
about the approach proper to each.
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Generally speaking, pupils are particularly anxious to have a pay in the
plahning of work.

3. Exploration vf. subjects, research
By placing pupils in a well-chosen situation (e.g. supplying them

with material or work instruments), a teacher can help them to make
:heir Own individual or, better, group observations end discoveries on
which to work out-sound-hypotheses and even tegt them.

4. Planning and production of material mhich can be used in the
classroom
This field of participation is an extension of. the previous onc: the

pupils research which will be independent to a greater or .lesser
degree will naturally lead to summaries, questionnaires and audio-
visual assembleges which show the work do- e ahd also furnish the
class with useful material.

5_ Presentation of subjects to the class, teaching
Fairly often the teacher asks one or more pupils to assist in the

teaching or the presentation of a subject to the class.. The teaching
Oren by the pupils can be very effective; it is usually followed with
interest,vd those who give it derive the Most benefit iroti it.

6. Assessment of individual work
The vast field of assessment is one well. suFred to -pupil partici-

pation, whether the assessment is gneral ortiOars on a specific point.
.7. Classroom life

This field includes everything connected with the classroom
atmosphere, the relations between pupils and their relations with the
teachirs, working conditions, order etc. It also comprises what is
called discipl.ne, which should become self-discipline: each pupil's
control of his own behaviour in the general interest.

The intioduction of an hour's "contact" in 43 out of the 46 classes
enables the teacher and his pupils to have a more rewarding
relationship than is usual between teachers and taught.- One teacher
says that the hour of contact is a very important educational aid in
.approaching participation, one which enebles some essential points of
classroom life to be tackled without the work thereby sufferg.

B. AsSessment of work and classroom life
Research workers who try to assess school activity agree that in

general its efficiency is small and that there is- an enormous loss of
time and energy. Participation by pupils in assessing the work and
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lIfe,ofthe Class is Intended partly to ma:- s them aware of the problems
involved in the Working of the school "machine" and thus hdp to
solve them,

9. Classr000m lite outside usual iessons outol-school activities

It is here that pupil participation is most natural. Quite often
classes organise, practically on their own, a school outing, a week's
schaoling in the mountains or a ski camp. The teacher's role is to do
specific things at the pupils request and above all to ensure that the
institutional limits are respected, that the decisions taken are applied,
that safety precautions are taken etc. One recent experiment, which
most of those who have taken part ask to be repeated., is the "extra-
curricular day". This ,should perhaps rather be called a "non-routine
day", since -it is Wiihin the limits of the curriculum that such a day has
proved to be most profitable.

, The aims pf the "non-routine day" are firstly to give teachers and \
classes an opportunity to run fairly big projects jointly, and secondly
to carry out, by sustained activity, work which could hardly (if at all)
be copIpleted within normal lessons.

The first such day took place on 17 December 1974. In order to be
able to participate, classes had to work out in advance, with the help
of one or more teachers willing to take responsibility for the day, a
precise project contained within the bounds of school activities and
leading to a tangible achievement: a written report, an audio-visual
assemblage, exhibition panels, technical or artistic objects, shows etc.

10. School-parents relations
The class drew 'up aims and an agenda for a meeting between

parents, teachers and.spupils. The chair was taken by two pupils. Part
of the time was devoted to discussions in tripartite groups, whose
conclusions were drawn up by a working,party and, communicated to
all persons concerned as a basis for a later meeting: .

Plans and prospects
In the light of the foregoing we,.can try to define the conditions

which;must be met in order that, at tfie Elysee School in particular,.
-Ptipil participation may have all the positive results that may be
expected of it.

1. Mare motivatiOn

The additional effort entailed in participation Will only be ac-
cepted by the two parties concerned if it is regarded as worth while. .
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2. More information _ J

In order to want to participate qne has to be adequately informed
of the many possibilities offered by participation. One must have a
clear idea of whet is at stake that is, one must know that school life
offers only one alternative td it_ Things are either run by the teacher
alone or responsibility is shared with the ptioils: either there is
authoritarian teaching or there is par:ticipation furthermore, partici-
pation'implies striking a balance between rightsand obligations.'

What is needed is not so much fur/her information in the ordinary
sense as opportunities for discussion and work together, pointing to
the participation that it is desired to introduce. Theoretical expla-
nations are not enough to get the idea of participation across; it is by
practising it that one discovers its value.

3. More practical opportunities for participation
Participation by pupils, especially in the early running-in stage,

requires time and special resources. We should not forget to mention
the existence of the "ideas bank", which already contains a number
of suggestions that may encourage participation (in the form of index
cards).

4. More training of teachers
If pupils are going to participate, the teachers must have, besides

their training in their subject, some knowledge of animation and some
experience of group dynamics. They must therefore be-Able to meet
other people engaged in the same process, in order ta compare notes
and look together for solutions to the problems encountered.
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